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HE

KY. WINDAGE
By P. W.

ARE YOU LISTENING

WFUL

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Ter
ritory

The Best In Daytime
Talked to Jo last week in
Entertainment
New York City, where she and
Mary -Nelle had just arrived to
spend the week-end with Don.
All three sounded like they
were strictly e.njeving themselves, and the fact that I
haven't received any communiques to go in this corner pretty
men indicates that they are
Liking full advantage of the
hours by visiting friends, seeing
plays. etc.
Alter that long list of stuff
she had in this corner last week,
I am pleased to announce that
•
The Fulton County 4-H Clue
everything is under control at
have come up with a "first" in
this end of the line._ The houseKentucky.
"Adding
one
part sodium practice is Philadelphia, but
hold hasn't once run out of
The clubs have formed' a
A special meeting of all busbread, or coffee, or sugar; the fluoride to one million parts of communities as small as 150
"Friendship for Korea" projer:
car hasn't run out of gas on Fulton city water will have no persons also have it, Dr. Baird inesmen apd interested citizens,
to gather livestock and tools t
Lake Street all week arie'. none effect whatever in changing the stated. Around Fulton, the prac- of Fulton and South Fulton has
be shipped to war-ravaged 4-11
of us have lost a shoe in the taste, color or odor of the water, tice is in use at Mayfield, Union been called by the Fulton Club boys and girls in Korea.
South Fulton Chamber of Comtheatre or left uar purses in yet will provide approximately City, and Milan.
There are 120,000 such bco
merce for
60% to 65% reduction in dental
telephone booths
Monday evening,
The decision to adopt fluori- April
and girls in the Far East countr..
dee'ay
among
30th.
children up to 18 dation
Outside of that, I'll be glad
of Fulton water will rest
that have been stripped of ever-.
The meeting will be at the
when she gets back here. This years of age," Dr. Danny Baird, kwith the
Fulton City Council, South Fulton
animal and farm tool they owne I
household routizse is beginning Fulton dentist, told the Fulton
high
school
buildBaird pointed out., adding ing,
and must have both to begi.1
and will begin at 7:30 p.m.
to get wearing, especially when Rotary Club Tuesday. Dr. Baird that severa
anew their rural lives and rel community groups The.-meeti
ng is being called
the kids haul me out of a mound spoke on behalf or the dentists had already
building of their homes and
recommended it, to attempt to
sleep at 7:1111 a. m., bright and of Fulton.
develop objectand that his explanation before ive
families.
organiz
refreshed from W I hours of
ation
"The process, known as fluor- the Rotary Club
planThis gesture of friendship will
was only to ing for the Chamb apd
same themselves, and me turn- idation of the water, is produc- further
er of Comacquaint a
culminate on July 2 when a
wideni
ng
merce
of
the
ing in only several hours before. ing consistently amazing results circle of citizen
two communities.
giant shipment of animals and
s with the bene- In order tp
provide everyone an
in over a- thousand communities fits to be derived.
tools gathered will leave from
opport
unity
to express their
Received a little note this that now provide it as a regular
Mobile, Ala., headed straight for
views on these subjects (as well
week from the Kentucky State service, and is recommended by
Korea and distribution.
as
any others they may care to)
Medical Association, stating that such leading medical groups as
Eight States Participating
the meeting will be divided intwo pictures and a story on the the U S. Public Health Service,
The Fulton group will pool
to "discussion groups" of
1956 presentation of Fulton's the American Medical Associa15
Critics say fluoridation
people or less to each group, FIRST 'KOREA' CONTRIBUTOR-Brady Williamson, their assembled livestock and
"Man of the Year" award to Dr. tion and the American Dental
would be an unprecedented
with each group having leaders son of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Williamson of Fulton Rt. tools with those from eight
D I. Jones would be published Ansociation," Dr Baird stated
other Southern states to make
attemp
t
at
represe
mass
nting
medica
each cOmmunity 4, donated this black Angus calf to the "Friendship for the
tion
in the May issue of the AssociaIn several areas of the counshipment.
and
sociali
and
sed
each
medici
Korea
group
ne
with
" project in Fulton County. Young Williamson is The
tion's Journal
asked to discuss
try, notably Colorado and Texas,
Fulton 4-H Club, under
little regard for the rights
and formulate objectives, organ- a member of the Fulto
n Count,/ FFA chapter. He was the leadership of its
fluorine occurs naturally in the
and wishes of the individupresident,
ization and planning.
Opportunity never ceases for water supply,
the
first
beef
contri
butor to jhelp unfortunate youngsters George Ely Burnett, has organand the remarkals affected.
Later in
the
those who are willing to keep able dental record
meetin
g,
the
in Korea.
ized its work and set its goals
s of children
groups will
This is not true, fluoridareassemble
on trying • We were' much in- from these areas has brough
and
under four classifications; prot
tion advocates reply. Masimerge the joint thoughts of
terested in a Sunday paper the teeth-hardening qualiti
the
curing of beef cattle, pigs, dairy
es of
dation Is no more medicinal
groups into one over - all
article that told of the phenom- fluorine to public attenti
proheifers and tools and materials
on in
than is the enrichment of
gram, expected to provide
enal success of a young musician the past 15 years
guidThe beef cattle will go to
bread, for it only supplies
ance for the Chamber activit
from Jackson. Tenn. named Carl
ies
Korea in the form of food.
simple
a
mechan
to
during
ical
the
water
prothe
a
certain
elecoming
Perkins.
year.
Twenty beef steers are being
A play, "The School at Cantament that in other parts of
A large turn - out for
Perkins, only 23 years old, cess easily installed in Milton,
this loupe Center" will be presented
sought immediately. These
water can be properly treated
the
meetin
countr
g
y
is
is
supplied
hoped for and expecthad a little band down at Jacksteers, unlike the rest of the proby the seventh and eighth
at a cost to the average consumnaturally, they contend.
ed, since -a composite
son. and rarely made more than
plan of grades of Chestnut Glade School
ject
animals, will be sold in Fuler
of
not
over
I4c
per
person
This
commun
Is the position taken
ity action can only 'be
$30 or $35 a week He wrote
ton and the money used to purFriday night, April 27 at 7:30
In an article published in
gained by first pooling
songs on the side and often sent per year. One part to a million
the
chase Texas steers at a special
the September, 1951, Journal
thoughts of the majority of com- p m.
recordings to record companies. is equal to about one-two hunprice of 50 cents on the dollar.
The cast includes: Cecil Fordred and fiftieth of a drop to a
munity businessmen.
of the American Water
Then one day he heard of the
The Texas-bought steers will be
rester as the Prof., Ronald Mac
glass of water . . .so minute
Works Association by H..
Dr. Glynn Bushart. Preside
Sun Record Company, got an
nt, Coffman, Bobby Jones, Jimmie
killed in Texas, canned free of
Trendly Dean of the United
will conduct Ms general
audition and made a couple of that there is no effect whatever
meet- McKinn, and Johnnie Oliver
charge and shipped to Korea for
as
States Public Health Serving.
recordings for them with some on the water, no matter for
Board Members; Linda Harwood,
what purpose it may be used.
Court will meet in 'Hickman consumption by 4-H Club memice, in which he has written:
The public is invited; membe
success
r- Anne Ferris, Linda Griffin and for a
ship
It
2-week term commencing bers. This is the most urgent part
is
Dr.
Baird
not
in
correet
explai
the
to designed that the
His third try was "Blue Suede
Clkekmber of Com- Caroline
Wheat
as
visitin
May
g
7,
nate
moving to Fulton for its of the program and must be
belief
merce
fluorid
is
is not nOcessary for this
that fluorine combines
ation of a public
Shoes," which sold more than
Mothers; and as studints will second week, it
meeting.
water supply as mass mediwas announced. completed by Mar 1.
half a million records the first with the enamel in teeth of
Pigs, Heifers and Tools
be Dale Williams, Nannie May A light docket is
cation. Miedication implies
in prospect.
month (earning him $20.000) and growing children to produce
Morrison, Linda Lou Neely,
Forty pigs weighing from 40
Following is a list of jurors
the application of a medicboosted him to the $85.000-a- harder, acid-resisting enamel.
Mary Sue Neely, Barbara Mason, to be subpoenaed
to 70 pounds each are also being
inal substance or agent for
for Monday,
year class, complete with two Maximum benefits are provided
sought for the project. The
Paul Gore. Datha Witt, Rachel May 7:
the treatment and cure of a
CadiIlacs and all the show -busi- for children up to their 12th
Bondurant, Bette Gay Reed,
year but extending to their 18th
Joe F. Liliker. Cayce; Nathan pigs will be shipped live an
disease. Fluoridation is not
ness demands he can fill
distributed through 4-H Clu
Glenda Winstead, Alice Emery, W. Carter, Jr. Fulton
year, when tooth growth is pracrecommended for the treat; Seldon
channels to farm boys and girls.
Donald Wendon, Patsy Williams, Reed, Country Club Courts
ment and cure of disease.
Fellows who drive with one tically completed. Fluorine will
, FulW D Ruddle, Fulton
Ten dairy heifers, preferabl3
"Fluoridation of public wa, was David Finch, James Alfred Wall, ton; Murrell Williams, Cayce;
hand are usually headed for the not correct existing decay, nor
named
Sandra
Wade
preside
nt
and
of
i.
Richar
Robert
the
it
a cure-all for all decay,
d
ter supplies simulates a
J. Lamb, 300 Third, Ful- bred, are needed by the Fulton
church aisle. Some will walk
"Little
League" in Fulton for the
ton; Luke E. Mooneyham Sr., 700 group for the live shipment.
he stated HoweNer, he pointed
purely natural phenomenon
down, some will be carried.
com- Gastleman.
ing season at an organiz
A great need exists for all
Arch, Fulton; Chas. A. Meunier,
to several examples proving its
-a condition set up by naational
meeting held last Friday
kinds of small farm tools such
Southern
ture itself In those comHeights,
The recent unseasonable snow- remarkable decay-preventive reeveHickman;
ning at Fulton High School
Ernest Brady, 302 Cedar, Ful- as shovels, hoes and rakes. A
munities fortunate enough
.
storm early last week down sults.
John Daniels was elected
ton; Gordon Baird, 118 Second, similar need is prevalent for
to have approximately 1
around Bradford (which missed
secCareful tests conducted over
retary.
Fulton; J. H. Maddox, 310 Sec- cloth material as well as needles,
ppm (part per million of
Fulton) had local weather pro- a
10-year
period
in Grand
May 8 was named as the
(mid, Fulton; Hubbard Lowery, yarn, sewing kits and other
fluoride) naturally present
phets searching way bock in Rapids, Mich proved that fluordate
on which teams will be
Crutchfield; John D. Brown, things that young 4-H girls learn
In the public water =apply?'
their files to try to find when idation of the city water supply
selected
Mrs
Ruth Dodson, accom- RFD, Fulton
for
the season
organization panied
; George Helm, to work with.
there had ever beery snow so caused a 65% reduction in child
by the Room Mothers, Hickman.
Around 90 boys are expect
The shipping deadline fron-ied to Mrs Joel
late in the spring The discus- tooth decay through the age
of
Riddle, Mrs. Jimmie
Fulton is June 15.
register for play this year.
sions we happened into, mostly 18, with maximum benefits till
Richar
Myatt,
d
Arch
St.,
FulGholson and Mrs Victor George
This energetic club would be
down around Joe Hall's empor- 12 years of age.
ton; W. H. Harrison, Rt. 4, Hickwere happy to bring the sixth
pleased to provide information
illM, dealt with the even heavier
man; Charlie Finch, Crutchfield;
Two cities in New York State
and eighth grades of 'Milburn
and later snows they had back of the same size compared reMrs. Parke Wheeler, Hickman; on the project to other 4-H
School to Fulton Tuesday afterClubs in
Western Kentucky
in the '90's, (• favorite time for cords before and after a 10-year
Willia
m Evans, Crutchfield; Ro- that
noon 'Around forty were in the
might be interested in pargoing back and bettering any test period during which time
bert A. Binford, 408 Third, Fulgroup.
ticipat
ing.
Four one-act plays, directe
current weather records).
ton; Joe Myatt, 1002 Moscow,
one added fluorine to the water
d
They came by bus to Arlingby two sophomore
Hickman; W. H. Scott, Fulton; ssimeses,
Now ye same snowstorm also supply and one did not; the city
and two ton. Ky and
by train to Fulton, 0. L. Sutton
senior advanced directing
fell around Calhoun, Ky, and providing fluoridation recorded
, Rt. 3, Hickman; J.
stu- Ky., where the Milbur
n school J. Cruce, Cayce; Cheste
dents, will he presented
Editor Landon Wills up there a 60 to 65 per cent reduction in
May 18 bus met them ard
r Wade,
carried
in
them
the
Murray State College
Fulton.
also dipped back to 1900 to juvenile tooth decay, while the
to
the
Office
of
the
Fulton
audito
rium at 8 p m.
come up with a heavier one.... other, without fluorine, showed
Following Is a list of jurors to
County News, where they enOne of these, "Hello
be summoned for Tuesday, May
and then jumped W-A-Y back no change
Out joyed going through
the plant 8:
to "1820 or 1830" to say, with a
Work on the building on Moss There," by William Saroyan, and seeing
The largest city to adopt this
the machinery in
Cecil Barnett, Rt. 2, Brownsstraight face, that there was a
Side to house the Clinton Gar- will be directed by Roma Sat- operation. From
by
the News they ville; Mrs. Leonar
year in which it snowed in Kenmen Z Manufacturing Company terfield, sophomore from Ful- went out
d Shuff, Rt. 4,
to the I. C. Round- Hickman;
Marth
ton
a Weaks
tucky every month in the year
Mrs. Luther Hutchicontinues to progress satisfachouse.
son, Rt. 4, Hickman; L. H.
... June, auly August and Septorily as all the concrete flooring
Weaks, 203 Second, Fulton; Lestember.
hat been finished and workmen
A three-act comedy, "Tattleter N. Patrick, Fulton; John tale," will be
Anybody want to report on
are_ now busy with partitions
presented by the
The Cayce P. T. A. will have Graham, Cayce; C. N. Holland, Senior Class of
the eighteenth century?
and adding the office annex on
A speeding car roared through
South Fulton
Hickman; James Luby Howell, High School
their
last
meetin
g
the front of the building.
for
the
year
a sign board and smashed into
Friday evening,
this Thursday night, April 26 at Fulton; Dorothy Abernathy, Rt. April 27 at 7:45
A man owes it to himself to
A great deal of work yet re- the concrete
p. m.
steps of a Cairo 730 p m,,
become successfkil. Once successat the Cayce High 3, Hickman; W. W. Koonce, Rt.
mains to be done before the op- factory Sunday
The play is directed by Mrs.
, leaving one School,
2, Fulton; E. C. Clark, Hickman; Donald Nelson.
ful, he owes it to the Bureau of
erations of the manufacturer Kentucky
youth dead and four
The Cub Scouts and Brownies Abner Dement, Rt. 4, Fulton;
Internal Revenue
can be transferred into the new other person
Hi Everyone! Well, I guess the
s injured
will take part in the program Henry W. Walker, Crutchfield. plays produced and
building All electrical wiring is
given by the
Dead was James R. Vaughn,
W.
Here and There:
All
B. Sowell, Rt. 4, Hickman. Sophomore-Junior classes
parents are urged to atyet to be put in and heating and 22, of
were
Hickma
n,
Ky.
Jim
tend
In Martin last week voters deRoss, Cayce; L. L. Cravens, a pretty big success.
air conditioning facilities must
A large
Hickman; Virgil McClanahan, crowd attended
cided against issuing bonds to
Bean l Darnell, Fultot county still be installed.
and someone
Crutchfield;
finance water and sewer im- superintende
Clem
At the present time operations
Atwil 1, was laughing almost ill the
nt, announced last
Crutchf
provements. The PRFSS sum- week that
ield;
J.
of
the
0.
time.
Johnso
garmen
n,
There
t
company are
were eight beautiful
at the last regular
Hickman; Robert Adams, Hick- usherettes, Janice
med it up by stating that some meetin
Vincent, Diana
g of the_Fulton county scattered over Clinton, with one
man;
were n ot able to pay, some be- Board
C.
A.
Turner
storeh
,
ouse
Crutchf
in Arlington.
ield; Cunningham, Nancy Faulkner
of Education, the county
Mrs.
lieved improvements unneces- and city
Earline
Traini
Tibbs.
ng
Hickman; and Joan Maynard of the Sophoperations
which
was re-districted into
Hugh Carrigan, Jr., Rt. 'Union omore class and
sary, some were politically op- five school
Beverly St.
districts as follows: were interrupted by the fire
City,
posed, some feared certain inTenn.; J. J. Hollis, Hick- John, Betty Peeples, Patsy
Noble T. Morse. who retired distric
destroyed the Taylor
District No. 1 includes the which
Kilt plant manager, and G. man;
rhpiduals would benefit, and a follow
Forrest McMurry, Rt, lebrew and Patricia Orr.
ing voting precincts: PEe- building have been stepped up on Dec. 10, 1955 after 40 years' W. Tanner, district plant superlot seized the opportunity to cinct
Hickman.
again
service
to
A
equal
nice
with
the
Southe
linen
those
shower
rn
before
Bell
was
No 3, Riceville; 4,Wolberthe
given
visor, both of Paducah; the local
vote against higher prices.
James Parker, Rt. 3, Hickman; for Mrs. Frances Choate
Telephone Company, was hon- manager,
ton store; 5, Palestine; 6, Crutch- fire struck.
TuesHal Wiley; Ed Smith, Willis Attebery,
Rt.
The
2,
Berlin
ored
Crutch
day
special
at
a
evenin
brother
compa
g.
Frances received
ny din- local plant supervisor who
s, owners
field,
is field; William
In Tiptonville, a 17-month-old
M
Mitchum, many nice gifts. Refreshments
District No, 2: Precinct No. 7, of the Clinton Garment Manu- ner Tuesday evening at the Der- being transferred to Louisville,
Hickm
boy was discovered eating deadan;
Mrs.
facturi
Mary
ng
Samuel
Cafe.
Compa
by
were
s,
ny, continue to
served and the group atCayce; 8, Jordon.
and William Bell, who is coming Hickm
ly D Con rat poison, rushed to
an; Herman Thompson, tended the local movie
complete
Gene Gilliam, plant manager to Fulton from
satisfaction
District No. 3: Precinct No. 9, express
"Guys
Mayfie
ld
to
reCrutch
the Obion County general hosfield;
Roscoe
with
their operations there and at Mayfield, acted as toastmaster place Mr.
Emery and Dolls."
State Line; 10, Roper store; II,
Smith.
pital and is recovering following
Hickm
an;
Mrs.
Olan Gray, Rt.,
The Junior W. 0 W. group
Court House; 12, county barn. are outspoken in their praise of for the occasion, and he introMr. Morse began his career in Hickman; Lloyd Sargent, Hickprompt aid.
of our school went to Murray
District No, 4: Precinct No. employees now under training. duced Sam Ridgeway of Louis- 1917 with the
man;
Christi
an-Todd
Joe N. Isbell, Rt 2, Union last Saturday to
The Berlin brothers, Irvine ville, Ky., plant manager, who
meet the girls
11A, Clinton street; 13, Craddock
In Warsaw, Ky, eight cases of store;
and Leonard, make their homes presented Mr. Morse a service telephone company in Hopkins- City; Mrs. M. P. Jeffress, of the W. 0. W. group. Each
20, Brownsville,
ville.
He
later
moved to Prince- Crutchfield; Mra. Henry Shan- group took part
Pepsi-Cola "Hit the Spot" in the
in the formal
District No. 5 Precinct No. 14, in Union City, Tenn., as does pin containing eirdit diamonds ton, Ky., and in
1933 moved to non, Hickman.
wrong interpoetation of the
ceremonies. After the meeting
Mengel lane; 15, Bondurant; 16, Lou Ferrara, in charge of cut- as recognition for his service.
Fulton
, where he has been emfamous slogan
ting operations there.
As the drink Sassafras Ridge;
Morse
was
Mr.
everyo
also
ne went to the local park
presented ployed
17, Madrid
as a test board man. Mr. guMMER HOLID
truck rounded a curve, the eight bend.
a fountain pen and pencil set by
AYS START and played softball. The South
and Mrs Morse make their home
rases slipped from their racks,
employ
PIANO RECITAL GIVEN
ees of the local office,
Fulton girls won, final score was
There will be a board member
at 102 Washington Street in the
Beginning next Wednesday,
musing -two automobiles to be
and a certificate by Guy MatS F. 25 Murray 17. Each girl
selected from Districts 1, 3 and
summer, and spend the winter May 2, the retail stores of FulA piano recital was present- tingly, who repres
wrecked, dozens of tires flat- 5
took her lunch but dessert and
ented (he
at the next general election. ed by studen
ton will close each Wednesday at
ts of Mrs Arthur Telephone Pioneers of America. at Daytona Beach, Fla.
tened and rush-hour traffic on
beverages were served by the
Anyone desiring to he a hoard Roman
noon
for
a
five
last
month
The presentation dinner was
Thursday afternoon Mrs Morse was presented an
a busy highway halted for 35 membe
period supervisors.
r may come by the Sup- at the home
ending
in
Septem
ber, Al T
of Mrs Mac Bur- orchid corsage.
minutes.
delayed until this time pending
The South Fulton 4-H club
erintendent's office and secure row, with
Owens, chairman of the Retail
families of the studAmong other company offic- the return of the Morses
(Continued on page sled)
materials and information
from Merchants Committee, announc- went to Union City Saturday to
ents as invited guests
ials present were J G Houry, Florida
take part in the annual Mien
ed this week
County 4-H Rally
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you can increase your carrying
capacity by as much as 25%
Kentucky led other southeastand your farm productivity 10% -era states in milk production
with this silo. Since your cows (pounds) in February, according
will feed frofn it, your man to the U. S. Department of Agrihours will be cut to the nub, culture, having produced 166,when feeding time comes. The 000,000 pounds. Other records
cows go to the feed rathef than among states in this area were:
you carying the feed to them. Virginia,
North
133,000,000;
Lets take corn for silage; corn Carolina, 125,000,000; South Carsilfor
cut at the proper stage
olina, 47,000,000; Georgia, 97,age is worth more than 25% to 000,000; Mississippi, 110,000,000;
30% than when it is allowed to and Tennessee, 158.000,000.
With JIM PRYOR
mature and is harvested.
As usual, Wisconsin surpassed
Sestootteo. sew& Mewls Ceettel tialrewl
You do not lose the stalk, all states in February, with a
leaves and husk. This anounts total production of 1,410,000,000
Last week I promised you I
to 40% of the overall worth of pounds.
would di‘;cuss the trench silo the corn. Of course we can't
Total production this .year is
Well here goes. This trench con- possibly save it all so we just expected to be between 126 and
crete silo IS the perfect feeding say 25 or 30 per cent.
127 billion pounds, compared
place for the farmers cattle. That
with 12314 billion pounds last
plan
silo,
your
g
buildin
In
is the farmer who has to cut
year.
if
that
think
We
future.
corners and watch his expen- for the
January production of 9.6 bilyou allow about 8 inches per lion pounds was 5 percent above
ses on farm buiildings.
be
to
is
which
adult animal unit
First lets leiok at the advan- self fed from the silo you will the output of the same month a
tages of ;he trench silo and be able to determine just how year ago, and February produc- see if it will pay. First the tren- wide to vnake this new feeding tion of 9.5 billion pounds was
ch silo m:de with concrete is arrangement. Now if you will 8 percent greater than last Febthe cheap.'it farm structure you estimate that each unit will con- ruary.
%yin ever baild as far as holding sume approximately 5 tons silhigh quality feed is concerned. age during the feeding months
Even hay i more costly to make you will know just how large
than silair and the silage being to make your silo. The silo will
of much higher quality. Next be 6 to 614 feet deep and make
Pasture experimental work,
it as wide as possible in order new dairy equipment, animal
to cut the length. This will families and
bloodlines and
cheapen your silo. Most of our raising replacements will be on
corn yields 10 to 12. tons with- the program of the dairy field
out sorgham and from 15 up day set for Thursday, May 3 at
with the cane. The best silage the Western Kentucky Agriculmade is oats. That is for dairy tural Experiment Station at
cows you want to give milk.
Princeton.
We now have 33 silos here in
The meeting is the first time
this are,p that is made with the a dairy field day has been held
dream trenching machine. This separately from the station's
machine cuts the forms 6 inches main field, says S. J. Lowry,
wide 714 feet. deep and on a 15 station superintendent. It opens
degree angle. Te charge for cut- at 10 a. m. and closes about 4
ting the forms has been 75# per p. m.
running foot. or a 50 foot silo
Wash Ittlaw mad seal& You
woulld cost $75.00 for the cutcan't mar the matchless
beauty qf this de luxe latex
ting of the forms. Concrete is
Charles Meunier
wall paint.
then poured into these forms
Gorgeous edam $589
and allowed to set for two U. S. Soil Conservation Service
Ready to um. Easy
e g.
.
weeks. When the earth is removto apply. Ono gallon
and the floor is poured you
ed
Construction and seeding of
e
the
1.?"
does
averag
have a true cow cafeteria that sod waterways has begun in a
room at only.., Kit ••14
will save you time and will big way this spring. Donald
make you more money. Silos Mabry, I. W. Hammonds, Norare running in cost from $3.50 man Terry, Chris Ledwedge,
St per ton of storage space to $6 - Larry Cardwell, R .H. Driskill,
per ton.
Slim Williamson, and the many
helpers have already started
paving their waterways with
grass. These waterways will debreakage.
machinery
crease
save tiny lost in going around
gullies and provide a safe, slow
way for excess water to run off
their farms.
Sericea Lespediza, drougthresistant pasture and hay plant
is now being sown by cooperators of the Fulton County
Soil Conservation District. This
plant, which must be seeded
this month or early in May, will
make poor eroded land pay off.
For details on when and how to
seed Sericea contact the district
office in Hickman or ask your
neighbor who is already making
good use of this plant.

t'NfVERSITY WILL FETE
1,000 COLLEGE CADETS

The University of Kentucky's
g Rifle Drill Team will
Pershin
son
19,
Britton,
N
Jerry
taiPvt.
host to approximately 1.000
four lesson project in
be
4,
A
Rt.
,
Boulton
Martha
of Mrs.
resulted in more than cadets from 16 colleges and uniFulton. Ky., is scheduled to loring has
made in versities- at a Regimental Drill
late
y
German
leave the U. S. for
125 wool suits being
to be held on Friday and
next month as part of Operation Marshall county this spring, ac- Meet y, April 27
and 28. Judg.
Gyroscope, the Army's unit ro- cording to Miss Dorothy Threl- Saturda
ing will be by a group from Fort
who
st
speciali
tation plan.
clothing
keld, UK
Knox. Among features of the
Britton's unit, the 3rd Arm- presented the lessons to leaders meet will be the
Miss
Union-Confed•
at
d
of
statione
tion
ored Division. now
with the coopera
crate Competition. in which the
Fort. Knox, Ky., will replace Sunshine Colley. home agent. University of Kentucky aad
the 4th Infantry Divisions in Thirty-eight leaders of 'home- Ohio State Univaraity will
partrainEurope.
makers clubs attended the
ticipate
Britton 'is a refleman in Com- ing schools. and they in turn aspany D of the division's 37th In- sisted the members of their
fantry Battalion. He entered the clubs.
Army in August 1955 and comThe professional looking suits
pleted basic training at Fort being made are the result of
Knox.
several years of clothing work
His father, George Britton, taught in the county, including
.
lives at 2530 Orchar, Chicago
pattern selection and basic construction, said Miss Threlkekl.
project will be concluded
The
UK
AT
EERS
TWO ENGIN
a county -wide style sh6w
with
N
NITIO
RECOG
WIN TOP
on May 4, an event in
Benton
In
- ity of Kentucky
Two Univers
of National. Home
county
the
members
faculty
engineering
Week.
ration
Demonst
won top awards last week at
the
of
meeting
annual
the
Southeastern Section of the
The pedestrian record reAmerican Society for Engineer- flected the 5th consecutive year
ing Education. Dr. J. P. Ham- of improvement for motor vemond, professor of metallurgi- hicle accidents in 1955
cal engineering, was recognized
for "outstanding research during
M/Sgt. William 0. Lock Jr., 1955." James T. Miller. 25-yearRoute
on
whose wife, Sue, lives
old instructor in mechanical en5. Fulton, Ky., recently served gineerinl-z, captured hrst prize
for a week as a non - commis- for the hest engineering paper
sioned oficer assistant to U. written by a young scholar in
Gen. Charles E. Hart, comman- the Southeast.
der of the V Corps. in Germany. •------Regularly a platoon sergeant in
the 814th Engineer COmpany,
Sergeant Lock was selected in
competition a basis of neatness.
knowledge of military subjects
and efficient performance of
assigned duties. Lock entered the
the Army in 1940. His parent:
live on Route 4, in Fulton.
Murray, son of Luther E. Murray, Rt. 1, Hickman. Ky:.
scheduled to leave Germany for
the U. S. later this month as
part of Operation . Gyroscope,
the Army's unit rotation plan.
Murray's unit, the 597th Armored Field Artillery Battalion,
is being replaced in Europe by
the 267th Armored Field Artillery Battalion. The 597th will
be stationed at Fort Sill, Okla.
Murray, a motor Sergeant in
the battalion's Battery B, entered the Army in 1950 and arrived in Europe in February of
:Re- was employed by the
Cedar Grove 15-iirY,
His wife, Francies, is with him
in Germany.

AJ1C George D Mann. clerktypist, message center, with the
430th Fighter-Bomber SquadFighter - Bomber
ron, 312th
Wing, TAC, Clovis AFB, left reoently with his squadron for a
six-months tour of training duty
in France. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Mann, Fulton,
Ky • and is a graduate of the
Fulton High School.
The squadron move was part
of an over-all Tactical Air Command plan to keep all its units
Jake Lattus of the Browns- flexible and in top operational
vile community has completed a condition by deploying units to
one-half mile long drainage bases around the world, insurditch on his farm This ditch ing Americans another Decade
sev- of Security through Global Air
will bring into production
Power.
eral acres of fertile bottom
The squadron's tactical aircraft
and
F-8611
American
North
the
Speeding on U. S streets
highways last year killed 12,700 Super Sabre jet, was flown by
the squadron pilots from Clovis
men, v:omen and children.
AFB, New Mexico, to Shaw
AFB, South Carolina, then to
Presque Isle off the coast or
Maine, then to Iceland, from Icelent to Prestwick, Scotland, and
then to France.
Airman Mann entered the
service on July 3„ 1952, and had
been assigned to Clovis Air

ut

YOU'VE HELPED
GROW
to a position
In 1925 we produced the first
commercial double cross hybrid for the Corn Belt. F very
year since then the demand
has grown for Funk's Galybrid seed corn. Your increasing use each year of Funk's G
is the best proof of high
quality and dependability.

Over $500.00 In
Prizes FREE!
$10.00 Bargains Galore!

It works day and night to provide hot

Community Bargain Pays
In - Union City Thurs-Fri-Sat

for the
Be Sure and Register At Each Participating Store
ing you
many Prizes I It is not neccessary that you buy Anyth
Do not have to be Present to Win.

water

for all your needs. See your dealer soon.

MORO 34—best fee firrtli• was
MINKS at a. aliporpme type
qpitaresar46,
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Be modern...
heat water
electrically
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Research Does Wonders For Farms
..wasidagtes, D. C., April IS - This development arises from tion officer for the Department • The old puzzle used' to be: the fact that research technic- of Agriculture.
"Which, comes first - the
chicken or the egg?"
Now it might well be stated
this way:
"Which comes first - the
chicken or the feathers?"

ians in the U. S. Department of
Agriculture have now developed a formula through which
chicken feathers can. be made
into chicken feed. So, the chick
en feathers are fed to chickens,
who produce more chickens to
produce more chicken feathers
to be fed to more chickens.
This was one of the facts
i,e4LJ1ng Kenna^ :n ropuiar. bet, which Senator Earle C. Clements
!loess, HiInstils Ith% thm alue2 learned in a session with Frank
Teuton, a former Kentuckian
C:TY ELECTRIC
and a classmate of Senator
405 Commeretai
Phone 401
Clements at the University of
fa.
Kentucky, and now an inftirrna-

LATEST RECOliii§

ME

All vacation signs
point to...
,

UMW

NY
=mow
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STATE ADDS ITS
State Is Checking
OWN FISHING
Feed, Seed Weights
DERBY
THIS
YEAR
BATES VOTED FOR
Kickoff Date Is
OIL Too, May 12 At Ky. Lake;
CHARGES Farm Ponds Sept 1-25

Stmandite
Samsonite
Luggagp.,

HITS $ CARS WHILE
PARKING

_

Moline, Ill. — A feminine moTeuton gave Senator Clements
The State Division of Weights torist, while attempti,i., to get
a review of research activities
and Measures is conducting a her car into a park.rig place,
upon Kentucky agricultural propackage check on feed and seed lost control of her ai.tomobile.
ducts, many of which -are being TIDELANDS
items throughout Kentucky it It struck one car, push: ng it inproduced in surplus quantities.
The research seeks means of diswas announced cry division di- to another. Her car then broke
posing of these surpluses.
CLEMENTS
rector George Johnson.
off the parking meter and light
Kentucky fishermen, waiting!
The use of. chicken feathers
The survey was started to de- pole. The falling pole broke the
predicted
to
is
be
for
a
1
,
what
to produce chicken feed isn't
termine if these are serious dis- windshield of another car and
Defends Vote As
season, got '
angling
banner
the' only thing being done with
actual dented the top, and broke the
between
crepancies
incentive
the
Kenadded
from
what once was a wasted proweight of such commodities and rear window of the fif h.
For
Acting
Interest
Department
Fish
and
of
tucky
duct. Better paint brushes are
the indicated net weight.
Wildlife Resources.
now being made from reconOf Kentucky
The check is being held prior
It came in the form ox a derby
stituted chicken feathers than
clearing Aid Bill
Joe Bates voted in 1948 for a —the "Kentucky Afield Fishing to the initiation of new legislaare produced with the famed
Complete Line
tion recently passed by the
Chinese hog bristles which had ',tidelands oil" bill which he Derbies"—which will kick-off General
aids!!
requiring For all makes of heart
Assembly
to be imported.
10th
and
May
spotlight
fishing that all commodities shall be Visit our Hearing- Aid i
now criticizes, Senator Earle C.
And agricultural research has Clements charged in an address in Kentucky's.major lakes and sold by net weight, liquid mea- 'sent at your first opp.
developed encouraging new us- in Shelbyville on April 21st.
streams.
sure, linear measure, dry meaSix derbies in all will be run,
e.; for inedible animal fats. This
CITY DRUG CO.
Clements said that Bates, his
sure or numerical count.
is important because of a huge
the Grand Prize Derby, and an
for
pponent
the
Johnson
said
prelimDemocratic
that
the
surplus of fats from hogs and
individual derby eacb month at
108 Lake Street
1'.
'7
•••••••••••••••
cattle that once went into soaps. nomination for U. S. Senator, Is a major Kentucky fishing spot. inary check will guide millers
packing
retailers
and
and
in
• ow," -Teuton told Senator "insincere in his attacks on me The ,Grand Prize Derby is exClements. "the detergents have because I supported a so-called pected to draw the most atten- marketing feeds and seeds.
When the new law becomes
taken over the Sold but the tidelands oil' bill in 1954 when tion. It's for the largest largeFOR THE
researchers have found ways to the record shows that my op- mouth bass caught anywhere in effective May 15, the division's
use these inedible fats in the ponent himself voted for such Kentucky by a Kentuckian be- inspectprs will be required -to
production of plastic items such a bill as a member of the House tween,M5Y 10th and Sept. 15th, •astertain if questionable comas raincoats,
wall the winner receiving an modities actually are in the
rden water hose, in 1948."
floor tile and other things.
Evinrude 10 HP "Sportwin" amounts indicated, within rea"Furthermore," Senator ClemFrom tdbacco thri e is now
motor, a Richline 14 ft. "Chal- sonable limits, and condemn and
IN GOOD
produced a drug - "Rutin" - ents continued, "the record lenger" aluminum boat, and a prohibit sale of items not meetshows
that
the
bill
for
which
whieh is valuable in the treatHolsclaw S-50 boat trailer. Top ing the standards.
ment of heart ailments and my opponent voted in 1948 did prizes contributed by such outJohnson reported that his innot reserve to the United States standing manufacturers as Trueother capillary disorders.
spectors
have reported numerous
Teuton showed Senator Cle- the 'continental shelf which Temper, Wright-McGill, Orvis, instances where milled feeds
ments shotgun shells held to contains nine-tenths of the oil Penn, Great Lakes, and Action- have been shortweighted and
gether with glue made from resources of the land in ques- Rod, to name a few, will be pre- grass seeds are being sold in
Kentucky soybeans, disease - tion. It shows, further, that in sented to winners in each of the bags without markings.
free strawberries, milk sugar 1951, when a bill which did seek individual derbies.
which produces penicillin„ bril- to give the federal government
Fishermen carripeting in those
liant fabrics made from the title to the continental shelf and derbies will be angling for the KEPT WIFE IN TRANCE?
SEE
reserves
the
came
its
oil
before
protein in hybrid corn.
fish each spot is famous for—
Los Angeles, Cal. — Mrs. Lavoted with first place
opponent
For the Kentuckians who •like House. my
going to win- vinia Nugen, in asking a divorce
orange juice but have difficulty against it."
ners in each of three categories from her husband, Roy Nugen,
Senator Clements said that he for each derby.
in getting fresh oranges, Teuamateur hypnotist and wealthy
ton displayed orange juice in a supported the Submerged Lands
This is the way they stack up: property manager, testified that
(commonly
Act
called
the
"tidepowdered form which requires
Kentucky Lake Derby, May 12 he kept her in a state of suspendFURNITURE CO.
no refrigeration yet retains all lands oil bill") in 1953 because thru June 5, Lake Cumberland,
ed
animation
allowed
her
and
the
it
protected
rights of the June 9 thru July 4; Dale Hollow
the qualities of fresh juice.
only 50 cents a day to rim the
Agricultural research has de- states to the land under public Derby, July 7 thru August 1; household.
207 CHURCH ST.
She was given the
veloped many techniques which waters within their own bound- Herrington Lake Derby, August divorce,
property
$5,000
settleaid in nwnufacturing, Teuton aries and also declared federal 4 thru August 27, and the Farm
PHONE 35
ment and $100 a month child
explained. For example, he ownership of the land seaward Pond Derby, Sept. 1 thru Sept. support.
showed Senator Clements a from the state boundaries.
25.
smartly styled raincoat which
"In so voting, I acted to prohad been made water repellent tect the interests of Kentucky UNINVITED GUESTS
by weaving the fabric 25 per to 183.000 acres of land under
Los Angeles, Calif. — Five
cent closer than ever before.
navigable streams which has friends of Frank McGarry inLake Street Et
Across From The
Senator Clements participat- been considered as traditionally vited
themselves to a barbecued
ed with Teuton in the produc- belonging to our state,"Senator
All Favorite Brands
pigeon dinner — McGarry's
Coca-Cola Plant
tion of a film for television . de- Clements added.
pigeons. McGary, in jail at the
scribing the research advancetime, was enraged because the
ments being made.
and Thomas Webb of Fulton.
pigeons were special birds which
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb e particularly prized-. The five
and Mr. arid Mrs. Duane Webb "friends" were booked on sus• NEW HOPE NEWS motored to Nashville Friday.
picion of burglary.
Mrs. Ebner Walston •
Mrs-- Lela Bennett, who has
been a patient at the Fulton
it—ill' tj
Mr and Mrs Walter Kimbro Hospital for the past week, was
av'jIII lull.
and
Mrs
Porter Lewis left able to return to her home in
111111111i1r%-•fi
niesdav for Coldwater. Mich. to Clinton Her niece, Mrs. Opal
mulas.
visit their sister, Mrs Lula Phil- Webb, visited
her Saturday
OS
lips who is seriously ill. They afternoon.
also visited another sister, Mrs.
Mrs Orvin Farmer attended
Mettle Breden in Quincy, Mich., the Latta-Vowell wedding at
who has also been ill.
the Meth klist Church in Fulton
Mr and Mrs Rubin Inman Saturday night.
and children of Fulgham were
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bostick
Thursday night supper guests
in the home of her parents, Mr. and family were complimented
with a fish supper Friday night
and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mrs. Clarence Bellew, who is at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
a patient at the Clinton-Hickman Roy Howell. The Bosticks left
County Hospital isn't doing so Saturday morning for Fullerton,
Calif. where they will make
well at this writing.
Mrs. Jean Holt and children of their future home. Others preIndianapolis,. Ind. are visitin.g sent were David Lynn Howell,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips and famMr and Mrs, Jake Holt
ily.
We extend our sympathy to
the family of Mr. Herman
Thompson who passed away
Friday with a heart attack.
Mrs. Constance Young of
Union City, Tenn. served a
birthday supper Thursday night
in honor of her father, Wallace
Webb. Others attending were
Mrs. Wallace Webb, Mr. and
Mrs. .Duane Webb and children,
Mrs. Sara Wetherford, Miss
Clarabelle Hayden, Alr. 'Glenn
Davis, Duane Young, all of
Union City, Mrs. Stella Webb
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LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

PLENTY FREE

Nea's

—.wit
lean'
Wardtobt. 111.01

Land
Persosal 0 Mite
$1730
Aff wkes

Ors le•

Exclusive Streamlite Sansessidte
/:Advantages!
1. Unlue tongue in groove construction
guards your things against dust and
dampnessl

PErwannittto SomesoniFteit
meows tapered shape
makes kw romped pocking,
'rosy try..•14ne

2. Six better than leather finishes resist
'scuffs and stains - shine liir• new with
a swish of o cloth!
3. Holds more clothes kilos' spacewrinkle-freel

Hold, me,•.H., Ia

4. Modern, non-tarnishing brass locks!

apec•I

104nm/ern* Sonsiotthe sent•s In
&ADM TAN • ADMIRAL KU! • lami1DA GREEN • ALLIGATOR
FINISH • COLORADO IROWN • RAWHIDE FINISH

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Fulton

-

Coleman

Super Performance

GAS FLOOR FURNACE

%Lost tzdtat,

ESCORTED TOURS
BY GREYHOUND.

-0

Greyhound's low-cost escorted tours are delightfully different! Everything arranged in advance
... includes hotels, sightseeing tours, admission
fens, transportation and many extras. You ride
• private bus with trained escort...friendly
companions. For Example:
I5-Day MEXI('() CITY .
$1711.40
R-Day KENTUCKY WONDERLANDS
..$ 91.05
8-Day NEW ORLEANS EVANGELINE
$ 92.85
21-Day CALIFORNIA CIRCLE
.$244.60
10-Day COLORADO
_...$113.20
9-Day COLONIAL VIRGINIA
$125.20
U S Ton Prwes shown *AIM to dottrwit.
Ask for folders on these and other tours. Individual
lours arranged to any place you may choose.
GREYHOUND HI'S STAT1O N
Phone 44
NV State Line

GREYHOUND

NiStests-

MIL-SAVING
FIATuats

pruEms swimisio
PIM Kw
DOLUSWI
"IIANDMIUrAir
Kama
110 BONK

Choose eye of 40 thrilling now

r••

FOOD
FREEZER

Come In And See Our New

wiry, uotetoil,rve, go& 641,!

•t!

do your shopping
in your own kitchen
with a...

*Odic

FAMOUS
COLEMAN

7111.4-ru,takt

PARKING!

•

shop less often ...
enjoy your favorite foods all year round
... buy when prices are lowest

NO
NOZI

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gas
floor-furnace can do, until you
see the new Coleman BUM
PERFORMANCE!New power;
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Vlsit us today!
Up To 3 Years To Pay, Terms
As Easy As $1.25 Per Week

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Phone 18
Fulton. Ky.

Walnut St

Sliding Storage. Baskets simplify storage

by keeping food neatly arranged. Easy to
remove.
Vortical Wire Separators divide cabinet
into sections for orderly arrangement of

packages.
Cake and Pie Rock stores pastry safely,
conveniently. One shelf for pies, another
for pie or cake.

raised, leaving both hands free for loading or removing.
Fast-Freeze Compartment is extra cold
for quick-freezing. Refrigerated on all 3
sides and bottom.

enjoy a 1956 Hotpoint

Freezer

Counterbalanced Lid stays open when

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
WALNUT ST.

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 201
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Now Many Wear

Interests

PIANOS

FALSE TEETH
With Little Worry
Zak talk, laugh or sneese without
g
fear of insecure false teeth dropag
slipping or wobbling FAST
Laida plates firmer and more coraf ,rtably This pleasant powder has no
immy, gooey. pasty taste or feeling.
loran't cause nausea It. alkaline
,ion-acid
Checks "pLate odor
lenture breath) Get
at
any drug counter

Furl-arra

Used practice pianos from
$50 up. Each piano is reconditioned and guaranteed.

FOR WOMEN

NEW PIANOS $299.95
Impressive Double Ring Ceremony Is Read
Call or visit
TIMM'S FURNITURE As Miss. Joan Latta Weds Mr. Robert Vowell
groom, and Miss Betty Jo
By Agatha Voelpel
COMPANY
many clay were bridesmaids.

The soft illumination of
Union City, Tenn.
glowing candles lighted a beauSaturday
on
wedding
tiful
night. April 21, 1956, when Miss
Jo Ann Latta, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Van Lenore Latta, became the bride of Robert Vowel',
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vowell.
The impressive double-ring serBENJAMIN D. BURDICK i In The Chancery Court At vice was iolemnized in the First
seven
Union City, Tennessee
VS.
at
Church
Methodist
No. 4041
o'clock in the evening. The Rev.
ARY KENNEY
Henry E. Russell, pastor of the
church, officiated.
In obedience to the decree of the Chancery Court at The altar was beautifully decUnion City, made at the April Term, 1956, in the above orated with many candelabra
and fern trees. A large central
styled case, I will on Saturday, the 28th day of April, arrangement
of specimen white
1956, at Union. City in front of the East Door of the gladiola was plared on the choir
Obion County Court House at 10 o clock A. M. sell to rail.
Proceeding the ceremony Mrs.
the highest and best bidder the property in said decree
C. L. Maddox, organist, and Miss
described, being a parcel of land known as the Kenney Melinda Powell, soprano, preland lying and being in the 16th Civil District of Obion sented a program of nuptial
County, Tennessee, containing 644 acres, more or less, music.
The lovely blonde bride was
approximately 4 mile south of South Fulton on a black Tiven
in marriage by her fathef
top road.
She wore a handsome wedding
gown of magnolia white imported Alencon lace and tulle over
TERMS OF SALE'
heavy bridal satin. The slightly
elongated bodice was designed
Sale will be made cash'
with a deep portrait neckline in
both the front and back; a tulle
This 3rd day of April, 1956
yoke willed the neckline to the
throat where a design of the
lace was appliqued and also
Alwyn Brevard
formed a mandarin collar; the
sleeves were long and pointed
Clerk and Master
over the hands and tiny lace
Charles B. Fields
covered buttons extended from
the neckline to the waist in the
Solicitor
back. The terrace length skirt
Ak was very bouffant and was fashioned of full length lace panels
in the center front and back;
the side panels were of tiny tulle
ruffles falling from a lace peplum She carried a dainty bouquet of white Dutch Iris and
lilies of the valley with illusion
puffs and tied with lacy satin
ribbons.
Mrs. Freddie Mills was the
matron of honor; Miss Nancy
Latta, sister of the bride, was
Miss
junior bridesmaid, and
the
Janie Sue
_ Vowell, sister of

LAND SALE

PIEG.211,ETHYL MP

PIPELINE

/

4

No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE I

WASHER SPECIAL

MRS. ERLENE MeRINNON
WEDS SAM ELLISTON
SUNDAY, APRIL 22
Announcement was made on
Monday of the wedding of Mrs.
Erlene McKinnon and Sam Elliston, both of Fulton The vows
were exchanged Sunday afternoon, April 22, at 2 o'clock at
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, with the paStor, the
Rev. Oakley Woodside, officiating. The immediate families and
a few friends were present at
the wedding.
Mrs. McKinnon is an employee
of the Kentucky Milities, and
Mr. Elliston is a retired Illinois
Central Engineer.
They will make their home on
Collingwood in South Fulton.

Bar-

Tiny Pat Elliott was an adorable flower girl in her sapphire
blue frock fashioned like that
of the other attendants.
William Vowell served his
brother as best man; ushers
were Tommy Latta, brother of
the bride, Jerre Warren, Leon
Rice and Jim Vowell, brother of
the groom.
Following the ceremony Mr.
and Mrs. Latta entertained with
a reception in the church dining
room.
Assisting in serving and receiving the guests were Mrs.
Jerre
Cummings, Mrs
Dick
Warren, Miss Shirley Easley,
Miss Glenda Sue Brown. Miss
Iola Stroud, and Miss Janice
Lou Cherry.
Early in the evening the bride
and groom left for a southern
wedding trip after which they
will be at home in the Highlands, Fulton. For traveling Mrs
Vowell wore a stylish suit of
white French flannel.
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
DISCUSS 4-H PROJECT
"FRIENDSHIP FOR KOREA"
In keeping with this busy
season the Palestine Homemakers had a busy day at their
meeting April 20 at the Community
House
Twenty - one
members and Mrs Bertha McL e o d, Home Demonstration
Agent, were present. Mrs.: Lon
Brown, Mrs. Avery Hancock and
Mrs. Glyn Bard were _hostesses
and served a "pot luck" lunch

about a new State owned lake
just 4 miles west of Humboldt.
It is an 85 acre lake and was
opened this year.
Do you believe Homemaking
is a business? In a clever skit
Mrs. Bertha Nugent and Mrs.
Hillman Collier proved it is and
suggested many ideas for making a business center in the
home,
Williamson
Reginald
Mrs.
visited the club and explained
the American Korean Foundation project 4-H Club Friendship
for Korea. The basic idea of this
project is to help Koreans help
themselves by providing them
with such things as tools, seeds,
fertilizer, feed for livestock.
sewing supplies, soap, towels,
and a start of dairy heifers, beef
cattle and hogs. To make this
project of interest to 4-H club
boys, if a quota of 10 dairy
heifers, 20 beef cattle and 40
pigs can be attained a 4-H club
boy from Fulton County can
make the trip with the animals
and supplies and teach Korean
4-H dub boys to care for and
use them. The club unanimously
approved of the project and
pledged to do everything they

Anyone intercan to further it
County
Fulton
helping
ested in
project
4-H club boys in this
from
can get more Information
RegiMrs.
or
Homemaker
any
nald Williamson.
During the business session
to
the club voted to donate $5.00
the Cancer Drive.

Exelt
Starts

BENNETT ELECTRIC
'HONE $E

FULTON

Support Castor Drive

hi
Your Discount . $10.00

itp

YOU PAY 4995
ONLY

OPEN 6 AM-6PM
— — — — $7995
SIX DAYS A WEEK
SOUTHERN STATES 13
4 H. P. 4- cycle engine - recoil starter - (root exhaust
/
Co-Operative

19-INCH ROTARY MOWER

Central Ave

ejector -staggered wheel.

21-INCH SELF-PROPELLED ROTARY
LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES

MOVIES
FULTON-MARTIN
HIWAY. 45 F.

9

, 41011, 41
1,•.,• La
•••11114 I

F1(

JOIN OUR

Tho

"TINY BOND"
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You Spend At

CITY DRUG CO.

New 1956 KELVINATOR

408 LAKE STREET

with Automatic Defrosting!

•••

MI

r •

Ala

•MI

P
.• , 7111111P
•1

ONLY

$29995

•

•

Giant 9 pound capacity — Faster Washing.
Completely Automatic — Washes — Rinses
Spin Dries.
1 Year Free Service and 5 Year Guarantee on Gear
Mechanism.

BUY NOW ON OUR EASY TERMS.
•
•

ONLY $9.00 PER MONTH.
FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

THE TELEVISION WITH
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
* 21" Aluminized 90 degree Deflection Picture Tube
* Light Absorbing Black Safety Glass
* Super Cascode Tuner.
* Full Power Transformer.
* Dyno - Power Speaker with Moisture - Proof
Aluminum Voice Coil.
• Set and Forget Volume Control.
• Super Fringe Reception.
ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION.
You Can Buy This Amazing New General Electric Television for only $2.44 per week.
— SEE US NOW —

FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY
208 Lake Street

Si

SON

;'.

and your old washer—and look at all the
features:

AL.5

Lawn — fine and extra mixed Ferry Seed
Flower — packaged; all types Ferry Seed
Garden — Bulk or packaged Ferry Seed
Beans — Top crop !sushi Ky. wonders; stringless
pod; limas
Corn — 66-clay extra early; Goldin bantam and
many other varieties

FRIDAY
THURSDAY
LAST COMMAND
at noon.
Sterling Ha),ien
With
Mrs. Lewis Thompson gave
and Anna Maria Alberghetti
the devotional and the thought
SATURDAY ONLY
for the month, "Recipe for a
Home." Mrs. Harry
Murphy
ROAD TO DENVER
closed the devotional with in- John Payne
Mona Freeman
teresting facts about the book of
LADY WANTS MINI
Proverbs and prayer.
Ruth Hussey
Dennis O'Keefe
"If you want bigger and bet-—
ter blooms on Iris. Tulips and
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Jonquils next year fertilize the
VANISHING AMEIUCAN
bulbs now" said Mrs. Percy
King. She also discussed the Scott Brady
Audrey Totter
feeding and care of trees and
Cartoon and Shorts
shrubs.
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Two games and two songs
were led by Mrs Dean Harwood ERR= WITHOUT A CAUSE
Natalie Wood
in a relaxing recreation period. James Dean
Cartoon and Shorts
Bt a talk about Tourist Interests of Tennessee Mrs_ Harry
Murphy told about many lakes,
parks. shrines and recreational
, in Tennessee. She told
Place'

IffIll111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111:
11 -mer

$179.95

"LA
DE

JE

:Tit.
:114

NOW PRICED AT

JAM

silf9;

6:1•1111

$229.95

WALD1

21-INCH ROTARY MOWER -- 49"

MR. FARMER:

GENERALS ELECTRIC

REGULAR PRICE

sn
ar
Sid

Beginning Monday April
30, for your convenience, 2/
2-H. P. 4-cycle engine — recoil starter — leaf mulcher
1
we will be
attachment — 8-inch wheels — side ajoctiors.

Fulton
Phone 399

Flu
LOC
11121C
WOW
SOUL!
/40-4

Fulton, Ky.

Pr
- •
4s)
44 *RR

011
.
4iTi
• • -"

70 POUNDS
FROZEN FOOD
STORAGE,

4

-

70.
.4401..4,77/15
4

AS LOW AS
ROLI.our
Of
10111 CNOICI
$
COLORSI
WEERIOR

$20 DOWN
$2.50 WEEKLY

SNELFI
WM AND
MID RAM
IN DOORI
OUSE (SIM
e

Charlie Scates Store
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

Exclusive Showing
Starts Next Fri. May I

NN

.CTRIC

FULTON

MED ON
LOCATION...
INSIDE A
WOMAWS
SOUL,
AI-0-Ars

THURSDAY 7:05 aria 9 05
"THE BROKEN ARROW"
J Chandler
J Stewart

ía

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
"THE LONE RANGER"
With TONTO and SILVER too

OlY
TOMOROW
SIM HAYWARD
KB
kw ICE ••Eli
Is 1A1U1
. $10.00

iY
4995
.Y

wALNION

SUN-MON.-TVES
'TENNESSEE'S PARTNER
Ronald Reagan
John Payne
Cohen Gray
Rhonda Fleming
TECHNICOLOR
OPEN SUN. Ile—Continuous

UNION
CITY

•
MEM

0

$0n95(°7

' mulcher

SATURDAY LATE SHOW
Starts at 11 p. m.
"THE BRAIN MACHINE

RIll
WOO

h

1 2

N E

BOXOFFICE OPENS AT
12:00 NOON - Saturday's
DOUBLE FEATURE ! 1
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

JAMES CRAIG - IN

r.
c

"LAST OF THE
DESPERADOS"

ROPER TELEVISION

"BORDER
FENCE"

cm

- $7995

ALSO: Playful Pelican (Cartoon) & "Comedy"

t exhaust

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

$1199;

Pe••••••••••••

ir

DONALD

SING

SISBY. OCONNOR
J EAN MAIRE GAYNOR
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4sml

. -

YELLOW HAIRED KID
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WInee et
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Wenilerhol likove I
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back on her farm especially in
flights last week
Mrs. Milburn reported a very the springtime
the Chestnut
Members of
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • pleasant time spent at the annual convention of the Parents Glade Home Demonstration club
Practice on the play which and Teachers in Chattanooga. enjoyed an interesting and pleawill be presented Friday night, She went on Tuesday and came sant meeting in the home of
April 27. by the 7th and 8th back Friday. Congratulations to Mrs. Orval Morrison last Thursgrades is progressing nicely. The het on being elected President day. Several were surprised as
fir si f”ur grades will present of the South Fulton P-T.A. even well as disappointed as
the:r program Friday night, May though we realize that the obli- this was the second time I had
4 The program for the year gations of such an honor are been marked absent in almost
10 years. The other time was
will be conducted with the music very great.
the "plant-torecital by Mrs Parker's pupils
The writer received a letter due to attending
and a short play by the 5th and from Mrs. Minnie Frank, who, prosper" luncheon and banquet
6th grades on Friday night, it will be remembered, went to in Memphis on the same date. A
planned for today
May 11.
Dallas, Texas Last fall _to be near work-day was
Mrs. Ferris expects to be In her son and family as her (Tuesday) in the home of the
Knoxville Wednesday, Thursday health was so bad at that time. craft leader, Mrs. Jim Burke.
and Friday of this week where She reports that she is much imSupport Cancer Drive
Mr. Ferris will be installed as proved and would enjoy being
Tennessee
of the
President
Library Association, Dale Cummings will substitute for her.
Needless to say the school
GET CLEAR, SHARP
children enjoyed their annual
picnic on Tuesday afternoon
when they went to see the picTV PICTURES
ture "Ma and Pa Kettle in the
Ozarks." The faculty has been
Don't ruin your eyes just
reminded at different times
to save the cost of an induring the year that the childexpensive TV tube. Call
ren were looking forward to
this event since last year.
us at once when your set
Mrs. June Wright and Mike
needs adjustment or serspent last week-end in Nashville
You can depend on
vice.
visiting with Darrell who is
expert repairs. .
for
us
working there.
Mr. Ed Thomas is improving
is well as can be expected after
having surgery for the growth
on his face last Saturday.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs spent the
PHONE 307
FULTON
week-end with Mr and Mrs.
305 MAIN STREET
Rob Fowlkes in Fulton.
Friends in this community regret that Mrs. Dewey Brann has
been seriously ill at the Henry
County Hospital for the -past
2 miles North of Fulton on
L
several days The last report
11111'' 'U Pd
. •PUSS
US 51 at Hickman "Y"
was, that she appeared to be
a "mr • •
slightly improved.
The writer who has been a
Friday and Saturday
shut-in since March 23 appreciated having the following visitors Sunday afternoon: Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Brown and Steve,
Andy Devine
Mrs D J Jones, Mrs. Flossie
Wild Bill Hickok
Flarra Nanney,
Taylor, Mrs
PLUS
Mrs Ruth Miller and Pattie, Mr
Herbert Holloway
and Mrs
from Sedalia, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Dorothy Malone
Lois Darnall from Dresden, Mr.
Barry Sullivan
and Mrs. Adair Cannon, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Morrison, Mrs.
Sunday Only
Em Griffin, Mrs June Wright
certainly
visits
and Mike Such
houses.
brighten the shut-in
Words cannot express appreciJohn Lund
Susan Ball
Victor Mature
ation for the many kind rememberances during this time
Effective until further notice, this tiseatre will be
Strawberry picking is surely
open the above three days weekly. Closed on Monjust around the corner now. We
day, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
hope there has not been to much
damage due to the very cold

•CHESTNUT GLADE

TECHNICOLCR
PLUS - Latest

YISIAYI9ON

Paramount N;;;; &
"OSTRICH EGG AND I" Color
CARTOON 1 ! !

CHIEF CRAZY HORSE

The Fulton News Thursday April 26, 1956 Page 5
In Dawson Springs, Ky. last
Tuesday, a kerosene stove exploded at the "Squeeze-In Cafe
and caused a 8120.000 fire that
destroyed the cafe and adjacent
Purdy Chevrolet agency.

Ye fishermen and fish eaters
are invited to the current celebration of "The World's biggest
fishing rodeo and Fish fry" at
Paris, Tenn. April 27-28. . .
complete with parade, beauty
revue and Queen's Ball.

LET OK
END ALL Of YOUR STORAGE WORRIES
AT ONE LOW PRICE
FILL-A-BOX
$3.95
(Plus usual cleaning charges)

* We furnish the box (36 x 19 x 11)
• Fill it full of woolens: then call us
* We clean., store, insure everything safe
from moths, fire and theft.
* In the Fall, woolens will be returned
clean and ready for use. YOU PAY
NOTHING until FALL delivery!
Our $3.95 Box price includes insurance protection up to $250.00.
ADD CLOSET SPACE. . END STORAGE
WORRIES this easy way.
PHONE 130 TODAY and we'll bring a box
to you.
FOR FURS, COATS, WOOLENS, ETC.

the garment
valuation. Our roomy, refrigerated, fire-proof,
moth-proof, humidity-controlled vault is the only
one of its kind in Fulton. We solicit your storage
business of all kinds.

storage "b7 the piece" is only 3% of

OK LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS, INC
PHONE 130

on!
For Greater Growth Better Egg ProdIn ucti
Your
These Two Quality Feeds Will Bring Out "The Best"

Flock

r

BOTH OF THESE
MASHES CONTAIN

NICARBAZIN
—The amazing coccidiosis
control additive that practcally eliminates your cocci-

diosis problem
START YOUR CHICKS
off "right" by feeding them
Starting
Browder's 20%
Mash for the first six
weeks; THEN put them on
Browder's 18% chick grower.

STARTING
MASH
MANUFACTURED BY

These high-quality feeds,
formulated to bring out the
best in your chickens, are
made from the finest ingredients obtainable, fortified
with all the essential vitamins, minerals, and antibiotics to give your chicks a
good start. Whether you are
raising chicks to be eaten
or for egg-producing flock,
you can't go wrong by following the Browder feeding
'program.
Simply feed them Browder's 20% starting mash for
the first six weeks, then
mash
Browder's growing
until they are ready for
either the frying pan or the
n
laying house.
•* *
—ALSO REMEMBER—
The Browder Milling Company has one of the bestqualified poultry men in
this area, whose services
are available at no extra
cost to all Browder Customers.
—Telephones—
Fulton
Union City
Hickman

900
2100
2138

GROWING
MASH
MANUFACTURED BY

N.

Gov.Says He Is Not'Active'
Presidential Candidate, But

VETS MAY APPLY
TO VA WHEN LOCAL
BANKS CAN'T HELP

Page 6_The Fulton News Thursday April 26, 1956
News
From
The

Veterans in rural areas seekA. B. (Happy) turned to the state office in a cal time for Chandler to bid for lung GI home loans who are
Chandler said he'd be an "inno- landslide victory last fall.
the presidency.
turned down by local lenders
cent bystander" at the DemoChandler later told a reporter
should apply direct to Veterans
cratic presidential nominating he was not a 'candidate for the
Administration regional office convention and if he should be presidential nomination and had
rather than to Voluntary Home
Wanda McClanahan was the
"hit". he'd say "Who me?" not encouraged anyone to make
Mortgage -Credit Program (VHMs. and Mrs.
There was no elaboratien by efforts in his behalf.
CP) regional committees. Ray R. dinner guest of Wednesday.
the Democratic governor and Not An 'Active' Candidate
Adams, Manager of the VA Re- Glen Owensby,
former baseball commissioner
Mrs. Emma Hawkins visited
gional Office in Louisville anHe displayed a letter he'd just
and U S Senator who was re- signed as "the type we're writour office last week and we're
nounced today.
1This sugnestion is made. glad to know she's feeling beting" to persons urging him to
Fulton County News
said, in order to speed ter and able to be out.
Adams
enter
the
contained
race.
It
the
Annowmcing the "NEXT LOOK"
up direct VA loan processing
We're also glad to see Zearle
phrase "I am not an active can- Fulton, Kentucky in Television!
and to set up a priority. system Robey back to work and feeling
didate" and added he had no
Dear Friends:
for veterans who are unable to much better.
plans to be one.
Fulton County Farm Bureau secure VA - guaranteed GI
Mr. W. J. McKinney is still
Chandler's bystander remark,
in apparent gooa humor and at the regular April meeting on loans from private lenders th- critically ill in the Jones Hospifellowship, came after he and April 17th, was unanimous in rough VHMCP.
tal. Please remember him and
Previously, veterans seeking his family in your prayers.
others greeted Joseph Donohue, their approval of the "Friendship
ALL
referred
being
were
loans
GI
national campaign manager of for Korea" project. They wished
Congratulations to Mr. and
Sen. Estes Kefauver, candidate to go on record as endorsing direct to VHMCP regional COM- Mrs
e raid Kyle on the
committees
'
mittees so that these
for the Democratic presidential this project.
baby girl last week in
of
a
birth
might be able to assist in securRespectfully,
nomination, and M. M. Bullard,
(
Fulton County Farm Bureau ing private GI mortgage' financ- Mrs..
Newport, Tenn.
is a sister to Wanda
Kyle
ing for World War II and McClanahan
By Henry Maddox, Pres.
in our office.
Most of the talk centered on
Korean conflict period veterans •
Kefauver's campaign and DonoMiss Janie Sue Vowel' was
living in remote areas and small
(Ed's
Note:
This
is
the
hue said he thought the senator
hostess to a dessert-bride party
communities,
project to provide aid to the
would win over rival Adlai K
in honor of Miss Jo Ann
given
Veterans,
applying
VA;
to
4-H boys and girls in Korea,
••. with
Stevenson in the forthcoming
be sent a VHMCP home loan. Latta, bride elect of Mr Robert
now being sponsored in FulSensational
Florida primary.
application. VA then will put Vowell, last week.
....ast7F3V
ton County by the 4 II
Name On Poll
Developed
theirnames on a register so
Sara Ross and Mary Frances
Clubs).
The latest Gallup poll of
„MIRACLE TUBE
'that
shopped in Paducah on
Roberts
a
made
follow-up
may
•be
..4‘
6,,ngs
southern voters' sentiment also
and a priority established for Wednesday.
unbelievably 0
io
stecdY P,ctures
(Ed's
Note:
The
following
was
discussed.
It
to both tiltk
showed StevIhe individual veteran.
Janie Sue Vowel! was a
cal and
poem was received thru the
fringe area
enson a little ahead of Kefau•Should the VHMCP be unable bridesmaid in the lovely wedmail
last
week.
Our
thanks
reception!
ver, but having slipped since
to provide regular GI financing ding of Miss Jo Ann Latta and
to the unknown contributor,
„a„..aviamie4 sitoithi last November.
for homes from private lenders, Mr. Robert Vowel', Saturday.
ss ho did not state where the
the veterans then can apply to . Marion Lee Oliver was honChandler comrnented his name
poem originated.)
showed up on the poll for the
"VA for a direct government orecl with a birthday dinnh at
"SIXTEEN HOGS first time. It was tied for seventh
loan.
the Derby Cafe Wednesday eve"(Parody on Sixteen Tons
with Sen. Byrd, D-Va., in a
Loans secured from private ning.
"Some
people
say
farmin'
is
a
group of nine.
lenders through the facilities of
OW alrY111140
Happy birthday to Eunice
life-Tif ease,
VHMCP regional committees Seath and Carol Humphreys,
The governor later made his
ewstotsr
You
plant
what
you
want
and
will be guaranteed loans bear- whose birthdays are Thursday.
comment on the role he expects
you sell what you please
at the August convention in Chiing the same interest rate as VA
Miss Marion Lee Oliver was
But
it
ain't
so
easy
when
you
cago when he's due to go as a
direct loans-412 percent per honored
Wednesday
evening
get
to
town
Kentucky delegate.
annum.
with an informal dinner given
And
you
find
that
the prices
Stead Avo;la
His press secretary, G. M.
Recently, VA took another in her honor at the Derby Cafe
sr,gto Extra Cost
have all gone down
Pedley, said "the official attiimportant step in speeding up
The management of the Derby
"Chorus
tude" continues that "Chandler
the process of getting mortgage made the dinner even more
THE CLOISTER (Mod•I
1f2222)— Giant screen "21is not a candidate" for the presi- "You raise 16 hogs and what financing for veterans living in merrier as Ruth Byars at the
d' you get
Series" ZENITH table TV has
dential nomination.
rural areas by cutting the time organ began playing the everbuilt*, carrying handles. Cciorfv1
However, some of Chandler's Another day older and deeper for referring direct loans appli- traditional "Happy
Birthday"
in
debt.
two-tone color combinations . .
friends have been advocating
cations to VHMCP regional and the waitresses presented
Mr.
Benson
won't
ya
tell
me
truly the -r,-xt Look" in Television.
him as a "logical" choice, pointcommittees.
Miss Oliver with a lovely little
what's happened to me
ing to difference between active
These committees now have cake including candles and all
and look at all th-sai
Since
I
gave
my
vote
to the
20 working days instead of 45 the trimmings.
candidates.
EXTRA FT"gr!gh
COP.
calendar days, as was the preBut some others have said
Miss Oliver was presented
they think 1960 is the more logi- "Oh Gen-ral Motors made a
vious procedure, in which to with beautiful gifts from her
'SG
C0,6
ra,ruitio
secure loan cornmittments from friends and her fiance, Mr.
1(111
pile of dough
private lenders. Adams said.
Charles Wray.
Their profits just grow and
otlisraff
To be eligible for a VA direct
Those attending the lovely
grow and grow
vI Cl iS
loan Kentucky veterans must dinner -wore-the honoree, Mine
DIAL
oot
Their prices are the highest
live in areas other than McCrac- Oliver. and
Charles
Wray,
in history
BUI1T-IN
ken, Boone, Daviess, Boyd, Fay- Misses Sara Ross, Virginia ForIt's good for them but it ain't
CARRYING HANDLES
ette. Jefferson. Kenton counties rest, Mary France Roberts, Mrs.
for me!
and parts of Campbell County. Harry Barber, Miss June Mc"Chorus
NO MONEY DOWN!
Insurance and Real Estate
Kinney and Mr Wayne Gris"You raise 16 hogs and what
24 MONTHS TO PAY!
som, Mr Neal Ross and Mr and
d' you get
For Best Service in Fire
Mrs. Glen Owensby of P'ulton,
Another day older and deeper •
and Automobile Insurance
PLEASANT VIEW Miss Katherine
Rice of Union
in debt.
Mrs.
George
Elliott
• City and Mr and Mrs. Ray
Mr Benson woon't ya tell me
SEE
Jackson of Cayce.
'cause I don't know
Mr. Bill Melton is a patient
How much lower my prices
306 Main St., Phone 307
Charley Stephenson
in Haws Clinic in Fulton.
can go.
A large crowd attended the JUNIOR LEAGUE AWARD
In '52 I joined the parade
revival at Mt. Moriah last week. IS WON BY UK STUDENT
And cast my vote for the
A Sunday School will be orMiss Ouida Farmer of SomerGreat Crusade
ganized next Sunday at 10.
set, a junior at the University of
But in Washington the GOP
Mr. and Mrs. John Clement Kentucky, was awarded a $2.50
Just couldn't remember what
WONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
and children of Memphis and cash prize last week by the
they
promised me.
Demonstration
Mr. and Mrs. Emmerson Harris Lexington Junior League in
SUTHERLAND'S
IMPROVED
a
"Chorus
and children spent Sunday with ceremony conducted at UK.
TRUSS.
ELI M INA TES
TORTUROUS BULBS,
"You raise 16 hogs and what Mr. and Mrs. Glen Clement
BELTS & STRAPS—No side qr hip pressure—The
Basis for selection was prospecd' you get
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morri- tive success in the field of publatest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. GuarAnother day older and deeper son and children and Billy Morlic school music teaching, chanteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No Elasin debt.
rison, all of Memphis, spent the aracter, and academic standing.
tic—No Leather—No Odors.
Mr. Benson will you please
week-end with their parents,
e-lu-ci-date
Mr. and Mrs. Ovin Morrison and
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us
What was wrong with the
attended the birthday dinner of
welfare state?
their grandmother, Mrs. Jenny Brown in Martin Sunday.
"When I was a boy I went to
Mr. and Mrs Gerald Harrison
school
of Michigan are visiting their
In arith-metic T learned this
parents here.
rule
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Bowen,
You can't be a farmer and make
Homer Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Jasa dime
If the market kens droppin' all per Elliott visited Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Brann Sunday.
the time.
Mr. and Mrs: _Coy Harrison,
"Chorus
"You raise 16 hogs and what Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ray Harrison,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald.jarrison
d' you get
church Vhday at
Another day older and deeper attended
South Fulton and then all ate
in
debt.
with the
dinner with Mrs. C.Harrison..
The farmer gets less but his
Pleasant View will have
perches. if
wife pays more
Sunday School supper- Saturday
When
she
does
the
shoppin'
at
2 gallons Sr
night in the home of Bro. and
the grocery store."
Mrs. Robert WalL
more
* loll.r and troy also Ire* with purchos•
Magdalene Jacksoft is a paHANNA SATIN
of 2 gallons or 'no's ol Honno Mott
tient in the Mayfield Hospital.
NOT 'HOUSEWIFE' BUT
Finish Odort•ss Sem-Gloss Enomssl or 2
She underwent surgery on Mon"HOMEMAKER"
SHUN LATEX
gallons or more of Hanna Satin-Alkyd
day of this week.
Lincoln, Neb. — Suggesting
(Merlin Flat Enamel.
BASE PAINT *
Bro. and Mrs James Holt,
that the word "housewife" be Sandra and Charles were supper
stricken
from
the
dictionary, be- guests Saturday night in the
Anyone can tuft+ out a professional looking
cause the word is "cold, connot- home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
decorating lob with Hanna Satin Sheen
ing drudgery and'servitude," Wall
tmo
Liaite
ahr attended church at
and Hanna Odorless Alkyd Enamels. Just
Bernie Camp, a Nebraska Farm Mt.
roll on th• paint over any interior surface
Bureau official, would use in its -Pleasant View will have their
. . . Saves time and money
place the word, "homemaker." Homecoming the 3rd Sunday in
He says homemaker suggests May this year. Just a reminder.
free Roller and tray
"a pleasant idea — creatively
(LIP
take this coupon to your
a home, motherhood."
Support Cancer Drive
Hanna Paint Dealer right away!
THIS

TELEPHONE FOLKS

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Sensationa!

NEW

NOWN
TV for '56

gown

NEWS
• PALESTINE
,. bean, N ugent •
mr

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Willingham of Paducah, Ky. visited
Mrs. Tobe Wright Saturday aftcrnoon
Mrs. Ellis B. Roper returned
to her home in Union City Saturday after spending the week
with Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Browder.
Mrs. Harold Armbruster and
son, Lynn Ray of Birmingham,
Ala and Billie Gilbert were
visitors at Sunday School Sunday—
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
were supper guests of Mr and
Mrs. Elmer bison Saturday
night 'on the Hickman Highway.
Mrs. Thelma W. Naylor of
Finger, Tenn. is spending several days with her sister, Mrs.
Ethel Browder and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hornet Weather-spoon and son. Dan. and Mr
and Mrs. Richard Mobley attended the funeral at Webei
Funeral home in Paducah Sun
little four-year-old
day for
Charles Engleman, son of Ml
and Mrs. Al Engleman, who War.
killed when his father barked
the car over him in ibis driveway at their home in Tusfon,
Ariz. Interment was at Edwardsville, Ili.

Mrs. Tobe Wright visited Mr.
and Mrs. 1112gb Shelton nee;
Mayfield Monday afternoon.
Rev. C. 0: Trey Will preach
the 5th Sunday and he and Mrs.
Frey have returned from a visit
In Florida.

Nom

from the Kraft Kitchee!

SPOON IT into hot foods
HEAT IT for ch••s• sauce
SPREAD IT for snacks
A Imalmwdeil Mesas Chien tarsal
tairtiitHilienmity

*42 Lake Street

S?rving you in

New York
400 Comfortable Rooms.
Restaurant and Bar.

MOW,CANNON
&BURROW

Parking Accommodations
Available,
Full Hotel Services.

ROPER TV SERVICE

from L without bath

'4

111111111111111111=M111•111

CITY DRUG CO. 4oPshr,:ke704.23

with bath

tratford ATMS

I

117 W 70th St.—just East of Broadway
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FREE
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Paint Roller and Tray
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SPECIAL FREE OFFER FOR
LIMITED TIME ONLY

-OUPON

Why Not a Stria,
Vacatioa NOW

Comfort costs so little with

Your Noma
straipt

shrs Is to cos.., that it.
tt.s sequIsost
MIMS

601401/101
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ACfitittc d fogs
Phone 202

FLOOR
FURNACES

_State

City
Dealer Nome

East State Line

ME NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
SEE
IT HERE.. . ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.

Shake cif these when doldrum s
with a few days at relaxation
It one of Kentucky's ems state
Parka. It's just the thing to goo
you added ma to the work days
ahead.
YOUR CHOICE OF HOUSE KEENNIS COTTAGES OR LODGE ROOMS,
EXCErLLENT D11111415
ROOMS,COMPLETE VACATION FACIUTIES AHD BOAT DOCKS.

—Sold on Very Easy Terms—

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

Telephone 185

•••

PON ADDITIONAL DIFORRATION
lithe lei
DIVISION Of PARKS
faxt.
arimen
Viisa

_

are
boy
at t
Hos!
pout
nein
Witt
and
nom
son
pita

spent the week-end with Miss
Martha Herring
• EAST BEELERTON • CAYCE NEWS
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs FA Wolberton
Miss Patsy Yates spent ThursMrs. E. W. McMorrles •
Ckarice Bondurant •
Mrs. Carey Frields •
day night with Miss Judy Wolberton.
Mr and Mrs Joe McIntyre
Miss Jean Ferguson of Mt.
Mrs Tom Arrington is in
Mr and Mrs. Attie] Frields of
Mr. and Mrs Billy Slayden Vernon, 111 was the week-end
are the proud parents Of a big
Hospital, hope she can re- near Sedalia, Ky., visited their
and Tony and Mr. Othel Slay- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones
boy bos n at 530 a. in April 20 den
turn home soon.
invalid
mother,
Mrs.
Susie
spent Sunday with her par- Johnston
of
Society
The
Christian Frields the past Sunday afterat the Clinton Hickman County ents Mr. and Mrs. Hal McQueen
Hospital The baby weighed 4 .near Tiptonville, Tenn,
Mrs Jim Walker and child- Science met Tuesday night with noon.
pounds and 14 ounces and was
Rev. Dempsey Henderson fillren visited friends in LaCenter Mrs. Samuel Holly
Mrs. John Jones, Mrs. Richard
named Joseph Edward CongratFriday night.
Mrs. Georgia Allen has re- ed his regular appointment at
Adams,
Ricky
and
Randy
visited
ulations J.,e and June!
turned home from Jones Hos- New Salem Church Sunday at
Mrs Billy Slayden one afternoon
Mr and Mrs. Bill Gray, Lewis pitel and is better at this writ- 11 a m. and the evening service
Mr and Mrs Bud McIntyre last week.
George, Mr. and Mrs Winfred ing.
held at the usual time.
and fkmily spent Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. John Austin, McMorries, Eugene and Glenda
Mr. Roy Puckett has returned
noon visiting their new grand- David, Charles and Mark visited
Miss Fay Bond, of Fulton is
visited Mr. and Mrs. George
son and his mother at the hos- in the Wolberton home a while
spending a few days with her home after several days treatGardner Sunday
pital in Clinton
sister and family Mr and Mrs. ment in a Mayfield hospital. He
Saturday night.
is improved.
Mr. and Mrs. L A. Tuck vis- Gene Lust.
Miss Rita Kramer of Fulton
Several members of Mt. CarMr. Sam Mathis entered Kenited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tuck
Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy,
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Ruth Cloys, Mrs. Daisy nedy VA Hospltar in Memphis
Bondurant and Clarice visited Tuesday for treatment for a few
Mr. and Mrs Willaid Outland
relatives and friends this week- days. The ex-GI has undergone
and family visited in Tennessee
several treatments there for the
end in Memphis.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Irby Hammonds past year or so. Every good wish
Including award winners and hybrids.
is extended by his many friends
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Under- and Mozelle, Mr. and Mrs. Mack
here.
PEAS: Purple hull Ixtuch, 6-week crowder,
wood of Harvey, Ill , Mr. and Scearce, Mrs. Neal Scearce, Mr.
Mr. J. T. Puckett of Detroit
Mrs. J. C. Jackson and child- and Mrs. Charlie Sloan and Mr.
Black eye, Dixie Lee, Lady peas and
arrived home Saturday night for
ren and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Un- and Mrs Rubin Pruett of here
a week-end visit with his wife,
derwood visited Mr. and Mrs. J. attended a surprise birthday
brown and whits crowder.
dinner at Mr. and Mn. Ray- Mrs. Puckett, and daughter,
H. Vaughn Sunday.
mond Sloans in the Lodgesbap Paula, in Dukedom. He was acMr. and Mrs. Albert Times
companied by his sister, Mrs.
and daughter visited in Nash- Community Sunday. The dinner Corvene Hastings, who is visitwas in honor of Mrs. Sloan's
ville, Tenn. over the week-end.
birthday. About 25 friends and ing children. Mr and Mrs. Doyle
Mrs. Della McMorries visited relatives attended.
Frields and daughter, Karen
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McMorries
Gayle.
Sunday.
Tech. Sgt and Mrs Russell H.
• Mr. and Mrs. Walter McMorPuckett left Monday for Smoky
ries were last Tuesday night • FULTON ROUTE 1 Hills Air Force Base, Salina,
Mrs. 0. G. Clark • Kansas, where he reports for
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Winfred McMorries, Eugene and
duty after a visit here with his
Glenda.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Duke and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy PucThere will be a play at Heel- daughter of Nancy, Ky. and Mr. kett.
erton School Friday night, April and Mrs. Claudy Pillow visited
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ross are
27 Everyone is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Howell and now at home with relatives in
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Howell Martin, Tenn. during Mr. Ross'
illness. He shows slow signs of
A complete variety lib,
mel Church attended the Youth Sundily afternoon
Mrs. Shelba Cook and Mrs. improvement arid friends reRally at Milburn Baptist Church
Saturday night. Mr. and Mrs. Virginia Martin are spending a gret to hear that the likeable
"4111168.
art
ChrtilOtrerearla
Robert Workman, Butch Work- few days with Mr. and Mrs. 0. man, president of Dukedom
man, Bro. and Mrs. Morris Lee, G. Clark and Mr. and Mrs. 0. Bank, has been in declining
Janet and Dale, Judy Wolberton, D. Cook before Mrs. Shelba health so many weeks.
The new crop of strawberries
Martha Herring and her house Cook goes to Alaska.
Mrs. Margie Gardner was on the Mr. B. W. Westbrook
guest, Rita Kramer.
Three breeds available - sexed or straight run.
farm is looking very promising
Seventy-four people attended baptized Sunday night.
Visiting with Mr. and Mrs. 0. this week, and he is now enSunday School at Mt. Carmel
Please place your order now to insure WHAT yes
Baptist Church Sunday. Next G. Clark Sunday afternoon were gaging help to harvest them.
want WHEN you want it!
week we will observe Youth Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
More than 766,000 persons
Week and the classes will be Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook.
were injured in week-end traftaught by members of the InApproximately 15.730 persons fic accidents last year.
termediate class, So lets all try
to attend and encourage these were killed in week-end traffic
EAST STATE UNE-OPEN DAILY-PHONE 483
Support Cancer Drive
accidents last year.
young people.
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ALL KINDS Of BULK GARDEN SEED

1

hot foods

ps• sauce

'necks

sass Spread

naseity

119

rey

_

JUMBO
GLADIOLUS BULBS
6c EACH, 65c, DOZ
BURPEES ROWER
& VEGETABLE SEED

BABY CHICKS EACH MONDAY

FULTON HATCHERY

SENSATIONAL STOREWIDE
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One of the most pressing problems at Kentucky Vallage concerns clothing for the children,
who range from 11 to 19 years
of age.
In the report of the joint
House - Senate committee; Investigating
charitable,
penal,
mental and eleemosynary institutions in Kentucky made last
month, it was pointed out that
about eighty - five percent of

the clothing of Kentucky Village
children is furnished by parents.
Even at this, the children's
clothing is almost completely
worn out. The reports states
that "the children perform their
own laundry rather than risk
It being stolen in the central
laundry, or having to do without until it can be return to
them

SPECIALS
ON USED FURNITURE
Westinghouse Refrigerator
Was $69.50

49.50
39.50
69.00
39.50
49.50
21.50
19.50
9.95

Frigidaire Electric Stove
Was $59.50
Gas Range
Was $89.50
Maytag Washer
Was $59.50
Chrome breakfast room set
Was $69.50
White kitchen cabinet
Was $27.50
Red plastic studio couch
Was $110.00
Several used Living Room
Suites priced up from

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
Church Street

Phone 35

Fulton

OUR ENTIRE AND COMPLETE STOCK PUT ON SALE
AT DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS IN AN EFFORT
TO REDUCE OUR INVENTORY IN THE SHORTEST

STOCK SALE

PHONE

TIME POSSIBLE, TELL YOUR NEIGHBORS
YOUR FRIENDS I DON'T MISS IT

SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 9 O'CLOCK Friday Morning-April 27th
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 800

Discounts From 20% To)50%; Even More On Some Items
FANCY VESTS
GABARDINES
CORUROYS
VELVETS

BRAND NEW
STETSON

SAVE ON

SOCKS

FAMOUS BRAND

FOR FUN IN THE SUN

BVD

BERMUDA SHORTS

SHORT SLEEVE SPORT
SHIRTS - Just Received
REGULAR 3.95 VALUES

STRAW HATS

ONE LOT
65c TO 1.00 VALUES

5.00 TO 8.95

5.00 AND 7.50

35C PAIR

195

435 AND 635

3 PAIRS FOR 100

255
2 FOR 50°

BELTS

GLOVES

ONE LOT

TIES
TO 2.50 VALUES

3sc EACH
3 FOR 100
KROMER

SHOP CAPS
75c AND 2.50

3F EACH
3roR loo

SWEATERS
SLIPONS AND
COAT STYLES
100% ORLON
100% WOOL
8.95 AND 10.00
395

PAJAMAS
SUMMER WEIGHT
REGULAR WEIGHT
3.95 AND 4.96

STORE CLOSED THURSDAY
SALE STARTS 9 O'CLOCK FRIDAY ‘"img

SIZES 28 TO 50
1.50 TO 3.50

% OFF

NYLON and LEATHER
ALL LEATHER
3.50 TO 6.50

LINED AND UNLINED
10.95 TO 16.95
595

195

UNDERWEAR

SPRING and SUMMER

SHORTS

SPORT COATS
WHITES-TANS-GRAYS
1995 NOW 1495
2500 NOW 1995

UNDERSHIRTS
100 NOW 85C

AND 495

TIE BARS
CUFF LINKS

LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
3,95 TO 6.95

BAR and LINK SETS

95C

CAPS TO MATCH

95c

FELTS HATS
LEE
750 NOW 495

NYLONS

JACKETS

150 NOW 95C

395

JEWELRY

STETSON
NOW 695
10°°

MOSTLY SMALES
ARROW

WHITE SHIRTS
335
3 FOR 1000

REGULAR

SPORT (OATS
25.00 TO 29.715

DISNEY

1500 NOW 995

WEIGHT

1595

NO LIMIT
HELP YOURSELF

TIES
REGULAR STOCK
1.50 TO 2.50
85C EACH

3 FOR 250

RAHNLIFIS
* Q UI LITY SHOP */

302 main ST. fumn,KY.

ONE LOT
REGULAR

WEIGHT

SOCKS

SLACKS

REGULAR STOCK
1.00 VALUES

SMALL SIZES ONLY
9.95 TO 13.95

6SC PAIR

595

2 pairs for 125

ALL SALES CASH ONLY
NO RETURNS OR EXCHANGES

Chandler And Bates Are On
Seek Industry, Yes;
But Not At ANY Price A Rough Uphill Pull
The 'do's' and 'don'ts' of enticing
gfnew industry have so absorbedtle
tin for the past several years that the
f-llowing edit:orial printed by the
(antral City Messenger last week will
ridoubtably provide much food for
thought (and guidance) for us here
11:•ound Fulton:
"There have been some lessons to
I
learned in Central City's recent
r\-periences in locating new industry
Fere. Some of the lessons were both
litter and expenatve.
"Last year the business people of
Central City invested approximately
$75,000 in gifts, loans and stock purchases in new industry for our town.
Since then one of the companies has
gone into bankruptcy and the other
• has worked only a few maintenance
employes since lard December.
"One of the things to be learned
from our 1955 experience in getting
new industry here is that generally
;peaking a new industry that will
ome to a town only if and when considerable financial aid is given it is
not the world's best prospect in the
first place. Undoubtedly it pays to be
:ornewhat leery of any company that
wants someone else to pay its way to
I )cate in a new town.
"Another lesson to be learned is
the necessity of being just as much
lard-headed businessmen in dealing
with a propective industry as it is in
IM operation of individual local businesses. As a general rule any business
enterprise that is in such condition
that it requires excessive local financing before it can start operation in a
new town has two strikes against its
chances for success before it even
starts. This fact must be realized and
given thorough consideration.
"We must not again let our desire
f r and need of new jobs blind us to
Ovious weaknesses of a new pros!ect. We must realize that a really
sirable industry does not want local
f•Iterests set them up in business and
vny company that makes such deriands will bear the strictest investigation."
— Central City Maisellign
a

EERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Delinquent Child? - Delinquent Home
Federal

i:y J. Edgar Hoover, Director,
Bureau of Investigation
SOME TIME ago a juvenile "crime
lab" was broken up on the West
( oast. Its members ranged from 9 to
1 5 years old. They admitted picking.
ockets, shoplifting, burglarizing, and
ther crimes.
Five of the twelve boys had parents
who both worked full-time. Two of
the other boys had been deserted by
t heir mother, and were in a housekeeper's charge while their father
worked all day. Another came from
a broken home; his mother worked
all day to support her children. Neglected at home, all these boys fell into bad company and became criminals.
THIS STORY, and many like it,
shows that we need sound family life,
family prayer and religious instruction, to solve our growing juvenile delinquency problem. Children aren't
criminals - they become criminals.
A wholesome family life is of primary importance in the child's early
environment A happy home, glowing
with love of God, provides a healthy
atmosphere for the child. Every child
imitates his parents' actions and attitudes. If he sees the good example of
religious parents, he will tend to be
a God-fearing man.
THE CHILD who sees parental
fighting and bickering, immorality
and irreligion in the home must look
beyond the family circle to develop
wholesome ideals. But where else can
a young child look but to his parents?
Invariably4 the child who does not find
proper guidance at home, never finds
it at all. Juvenile delinquency is the
result.
In the Midwest recently a fourteen
year-old boy was arrested for the murder of a man, his wife and daughter.
He had no reason at all for killing
them; they had always treated him
very kindly. When the parents of this
young criminal were questioned, they
admitted that they both worked full-

With the Clements-Bates race now
underway with full steam, a majority
of thinking citizens who will personally refuse to vote the way that the
hammer-swinging State Administration is kicking, gouging and coercing
them, are trying to intelligently read
what they can and decide for themselves. Here are a few expressions to
think over:
(From the New Era, Hopkinsville
"Mr. Bates is backed by Governor
Chandler and therefore becomes a
participant in what seems to be
Chandler's effort to form a dictatorship in Kentucky, with tentacles reaching to Washington. Bates, if elected,
would owe his office to Happy Chandler, which we do not think would be
.
10 the best interest of
(From the Central City Messenger)
"In the past, this newspaper has
stuck pretty much to the support of
Republican candidates; however in
January we announced that we would
support Earle Clements . . . and we
have been asked by both Bates and
Morton supporters why we do this.
-Dernocraic candidate Bates we can
dispose of quickly. Evcept for the
fact that he and Governor Chandler
are mad at Senator Clements, we cannot see that he has ever done anything
that would particularly qualify him to

be a senator. It is our sincere belief
that no other candidate can measure
up to Senator Clements. Even though
the Republicans should gain control
of Congress, Senator Clements would
be in a position to be a powerful
friend."
(From the News-Democrat, Russell.
ville):
Ouch! Twice in the neck: Eisenhower has just vetoed the farm bill,
• • • and Governor A. B. Chandler is
in

the

process of extracting

50-odd

million dollars more from taxpayers
after giving the pitiful excuse that he
didn't know any better when he promised last year that he could run the
state efficiently on less money, and
add many services including full financing of the minimum foundation
law. •• • Where, oh where does political honesty begin and end?
"We had a little talk with Senator
Clements and found that the economic
plight of the farmer was the underlying reason for the fight he waged
for a farm bill which they concluded
to be realistic"
(From the Irish-American, Louisville):
"As predicted here last week, our
baseball-loving governor failed to
show for the opening game Tuesday
night at Parkway Field • • but you
can't expect a man busy as he is to
take time our for fun, especially when
he's no longer on baseball expense
account.
"The real reason • • he didn't want
to walk out on the field and hear a
thundering chorus of boos. This is Jefferson County, where Happy got the
licking of his life in the Primary and
later ran 15,000 behind the ticket in
the general election. This is where
people can read and write, and know
him for what he is"

Famous Quote That Never
Got Into Print
Of the hundreds of daily newspapers who get their wire news from the
United Press, only one appears to
have printed an important story filed
recently under the by-line of Merriman Smith, UP's veteran White House

correspondent.

Published Every Thursday of The Year

The story as it appeared in the
Washington Daily News stated: "It
happened not long after President
Eisenhower announced on Feb. 29 that
he was willing to run again. He was
walking from his office to his residential quarters. "I had to say yea." Mr.
Eisenhower said, 'because they told
me they didn't have time to build up
another candidate.'"
It was the big story behind the
President's decision to seek a second
term despite his heart condition. Before the story could be printed, however, the UP sent a message to all
editors to kill the story. Except for
the Washington Daily News, the editors fell into line. Why the UP ordered the kill, UP hasn't said. All Merriman Smith will say is that the quote
is accurate.
Seems to us that the voters are entitled to know why the President permitted himself to be pressured into the

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

race for a second term by the politicians around him—From The Mach-
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time. They had no time to instruct
their child about God.
WE MUST remember that not Only
immoral parents produce juvenile de-,
linquents. Well-meaning but care-.
leas parents, "too busy" to teach their
children to love God. and "too busy"
to give time to family prayer, frequently cause delinquent children.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

"You're net

Ken tuc

by McFeetters

interrupting a thing, Gertrude-1 was just
talking to the bowl"

y_ Windage
By P.

(Continued irons rage One,
Even the mutts have gone
wild in Happy Chandler's Woodford County: The State- Livestock Fund will pay 232 Kentucky property owners a total
of $15,020.02 for property losses
due to dogs from Jan. 1st to
April 1st 1956 Greatest number
of claimants, 17, are in Woodford County, for a total of
County's 4
$1,221.00. Fulton
claims amounted to $105.00;
13 for
Graves County had
$254.65; Hickman County, none.
A woman went to buy a
drinking bowl for her dog, and
the shopkeeper asked if she
would like one with the inscripi 1,n "For the Dog."
"It really doesn't matter," she
"My husband never
replied
drinks water, and the dog can't
read."—Virginia Trooper.

resent having to mix and mingle
with drunks from several counties while trying to shop;
(3) We do not want the
drunks, gamblers and prostitutes from other communities to
bring their "business" to Dawson Springs;
(4) The law prohibits "bootlegging." If the mayor and
council cannot control the situation now, how can they enforce
and control legal sales?
Now I'm not stupid enough to
state here that in Fulton there
are all angels, but I do believe
that our situation is well controlled an
continuously enforced to the point that it has
become a respectable segment Of
community income, living side
by side with every other kind
of business and certainly contributing more than its share to
community- upkeep, out-of-town
drawing power and civic vitality.
And the
responsibility of
keeping it that way here mats
squarely on those who are in
the business.

Dawson Springs. which has
shifted from dry to wet and
then back to dry, is seeking to
again "go wet" in a special
local-option election to be held
April 2.8. The town voted itself
"dry" in December 1952 by 51
It has been recently figured
votes, mainly because the sale
out that the average person has
of riquor was much abused and
93 days of leisure time per year
loosely regulated and the maThis represents an important
jority demanded repeal to stop
market as divulged by the folthe uncontrolled mess it found
lowing breakdown in figures
Work. 2,000 hours; Chores, 182
on its hands.
hours, travel, 243 hours; dresHowever, the repeal had its
sing, 365 hours meals, 821 hours
repercussions, principally in the
and sleep. 2,290 hours Hours
flourishing of the bootleg business and in the drop in city tax
in one year; 8,760
Note to Merc,hants•—
revenue due to the closure of
highly-taxed outlets.
Sixty per cent of all U. S.
families buy goods on credit.
Now enough citizens want the
This means that when cash-only
repeal repealed to cause a speprices are advertised, only four
cial election to be called. The
out of 10 families can respond
Committee for "Keeping Dawand buy Another way or lookson Springs Dry bases their oping at this, it means if the ad
position on four principal points
fails to tell the reader how he
that we here in "wet" Fulton
might ponder with some amaze- can buy the item, the selling
power of the ad fails to reach
ment. I frankly believe that you
would have to look long and
6 out of 10 families.
hard at Fulton to get any appreThere is still plenty or opporciable amount of evidence on any
tunity for sales in the U. S.
of the four.
when Dun & Bradstreet reports
The committee that argues
that 43% of all U. S. families
that the town should remain
still do not own their own
dry, states: (1) Besides taxes
homes; 38% have no automobiles
and 34% still have no telephone.
from licensed stores, the comWhat these percentages will be
munity will need more taxes
In 1957 when we will have a
from other sources, because
population of nearly 200,000,000
license fees will not pay the
depends to a great extent on the
salaries of the administrator and
advertising industry.
additional police required .to
care for the increased flow of
An old guy can get a crew
drinking citizens and other un.cut, sport clothes, bow tie, and
desirables who will flock in;
(2) Liquor sales will increase 'other tricks to take 20 years off
his looks, but he sure can't fool
the outflow of local shoppers to
- other dry towns; most people
a long stairway

FROM TIlE FILES:

TIBNING BACK THE CLOCK
MAY 1, 1931
The Music Department of the
sponsor
will
Woman's Club
programs each morning at the
schools. Miss Eve McKendree of
Music Week programs.
Music
observance hf
The
and
is commendable
Week
should be much to awaken interest in the furtherance of
music along its many lines.
The one story frame dwelling
corner of Fourth and Eddings
owned by Bert Milner and occupied by Raymond Pewitt and
family was destroyed by fire
Wednesday morning.
The fire department should
hie congratulated on their splendid work in saving adjoining

property and the quick work
extinguishing the fire.
They were on the scene in
seven minutes after the alarm
was given.
Mrs. W. 0. Shankle is recuperating from injuries suffered
when her automobile collided
with a truck in Paducah. Mrs.
Shankle's car was thrown to
the curb and she sustained serious injuries. Her son, Wallace,
18. who was riding with her,. was
also painfully hurt. Mrs. Shankle
suffered bruises and a sprained back.
The driver of the truck escaped injury.
Miss Dorothy Elliott of Cru-

tchfield spent last week with
her aunt, Mrs C F. Jackson on
Third Street.
Miss Lucille Edwards of Murray is visiting Misses Ruth and
Irene Cherry in Crutchheld
Mr. and Mrs Jake Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Sams and son,
H C., Mr and Mrs. li H Stephens ,Mr and Mrs. James Satterfield and small son James
Mrs. David
Edward, Mr. and
Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Porter Harris„ Mr T. J. Reed and Mrs.
Green were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. C. Wolberton Sunday.
Mr. L. C. Powers spent Sunday night with Jamie Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Shuck and
daughters spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McGhee.
Mrs. Alvin Wade who is ill
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
G. C. Wade, is slowly improving.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Donoho
had as their guests Sunday, Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Brown and children, Christine and L. D. and
Miss Helen- Folifr. and Mrs.
Ernest Brady and children
Mr. and Mrs. Phiness Webb
and Mr. and Mrs. Silvan French

weir Sunday guests of Mr
Mrs lionier Underwood

and

Scriptural passages will Include the following from Pro‘erbs (3 11, 12): "My son, devise not the chastening of the
Lord; neither be weary of his
correction; For whom the Lord
loyeth he correcteth; even as a
father the son in whom he delighteth."
Selections to be read from
"Science and Health with Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy will include the follow-ing (542: 19 - 21): Let Truth uncover and destroy error in God's
Own way, an let human justice
pattern the divine."
The Golden Text is from Proverbs (13:21): "Evil pursueth
sinners; but to the righteous
good shall be repayed."

How Christian
Science Heals
"HOW PRAYER
CORRECTS PHYSICAL
HANDICAPS"
WFUL (Me se.) Sammy 1SL.
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JUST THREE DAYS LEFT
APRIL 26-27-28
SWEATER SPECIAL
to familiarize you with our new method of
processing and packaging your sweater.
These Sweaters are scientifically cleaned and expertly blocked. They are put on Sweater Boards
and wrapped in Dust-Proof Cellophane.
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25c CASH and CARRY
30c ON ROUTES.
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PARISIAN LAUNDRY Et CLEANERS
Fourth Street

Plume 14

GREAT
DAYS!

Buy one item at regular price -get 2
for onlya penny more. Hundreds of items
...remedies, vitamins, stationery,
toys, rubber goods, cosmetics, hosiery,
household needs, toiletries, candy.

APR11.4110MAY 4.
2-3-4V-5
Mon. thru
Sat.

ADVANCE SHOPPING LIST
Pick

up a copy and check off whet
overtisrd in
you need-you can reserve
LIFE' LOOK • POST
your merchandise now and pick
It up during the sal&
FARM JOURNAL
HOUSEHOLD
PROGRLSSIVE
FARMER
AK

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
LAKE STREET

"TheFR
ugo
N Store"
alI
PHONES 95, 795
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1.5C/CCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kestudsy Utilities
la) not expect your floor
as
and table lamps to serve
anything roof e than decorative
v. hen you place them in
rig position.
tlic
housewife is interested
EN
in placing her lamps where
will look best However,
they
d the lamp is to help you see,
At should be no more than 24
your work
to 30 inches from
effective. lighthrig
for really
Don't place a table lamp, for instance, in the center of a large
table and then expect it to light
a chair several feet away. Don't
hesitate to move a lamp toward
you if, for appearance sake, it
o placed too far from your
w,rk.
Most living rooms and most
least five
bedrooms need at
lamps, not only to create focal
poinbt of ugerest but to give
rhythm to the eintire scene.
.Decorators say there are three
ways to ensemble them; I. so
that shades match 2 so that
lamps match and 3 so that the
lamps simply have a relation :hip to one another and to the
period of the room.
When you have chosen enough lamps, you don't have to

EILS

DIANNE PALMER
REPRESENTS GROUP IN
BEAUTY REVIEW
The Business- Club of the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Brance, has selecjed Miss Diane
Palmer to represent the club in
the Campus Beauty Review to

be held soon.
Kiss Palmer

will compete
against entries chosen by the
other clubs on the campus. The
winner will represent the University in the Strawberry Festival Beauty Contest to be held
in Humboldt, Tenn.
Dian. is the daughter of Mr.
and ars. James Palmer of Rt.
4. Fulton, Ky. She is a freshman in Business Administration
at UHMR.

L
BURROW,CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real F.state
I.eng term Farm Loans at
Lew Rate of Interest
SKI

Charles R'. Burrow
and
Charles T. Cannon

'hone 14

worry about a dim corner, an
univiting spot or a wasted area
When you have chosen them so
that they go together, you have
added assurance that the room
will appear larger than it is.
The room has harmony, and your
family has maximum use of the
space Back in the days when
folks used one lamp, it could
be an elaborate object, now
that we appreciate the desirabMit). of balanced room lighting from several lamps, styles
are simpler so that they can
blend into the room schemes.
For an overall smooth lightlug effect, distribute floor and
table lamps evenly throughout
the _room. Avoid ihe _spotty effect of having several appear
along one wall.

Speeding on U S streets and
highways injured 702,560 men.
women and children

•

The tray that helps
everyone get ahead

TWIT'S A FRET

Dr. Kincaid said that interest
not been finished.
Under questioning by me, in the park has already stimuWirth agreed that if Congress lated tourist travel in the area,
does provide funds the National and further increases are an Park Service can speed up its ticipated.
planning at Cumberland Gap,
and that it would be justified
Twenty-seven per cent of all
in accepting a total of $225,000 drivers involved in fatal accifor Fiscal Year 1957.
dents in the U. S. last year were
Of this total, $100,000 would under 25 years of age.
be used for new buildings and
utilities, and $155,000 would be
used on improvement of roads
and trails.
In addition to the $112,000
‘i
Development of Kentucky which was secured for the Park
\Jo
state parks during the past under my responsibility for use
jc%
year, Wirth said that
eight years into outstanding this
„
PCS
tourist attractions demonstrated $75,000 has been transferred to
•••
-,
ca.,,e
maiwe
that this is a program that it for the construction of a park•Y
*pi
Big ears .. Well finished..
means much to the Common- ing area on the Pinnacle, the
Age va., 44.141t4m,
Sound corn . . High yield
„crr rot** og Nem
wealth, and indicated conclu- mountain peak overlooking
001.-Are
74.
Top shelling percentage.
sively that the federal govern- Cumberland Gap.
"I have confidence in your
Obser DilitiLk
ment is justified in doing more
ability to develop plans for the
mew,
.r our national parks.
ft
proper expenditures of addiThis is why I have been
tional money at Cumberland
working tri persuade the adminGap," I told Wirth. "Personally,
istiation and the National Pack
Choose Funk's G-Hybrid —deI have been interested in this
Service that more attention
veloped by nearly 35 years of
I joined with others
since
park
ought to be given to the proper
research by America's leading
of
Kentucky
member
the
a
as
development of both Mammoth
corn breeding staff. Bred-in 5.
Stati Senate in 1942 in voting
Scar Qualities for Balanced
Cave National Park and the tunas for the purchase of the
C130 PA.v.CUI OTIMA OP 7.4
"Alovi.:71 MA'.( FA/All-JAR
Performance and top payoff.
newest member of the federal land. I have aided in every apIINNPOL TO miLUON4 OS
Family, Cumberland Gap N=i- propriation made for the park
Ka SAMPAN SONO OUYIPPO
tional Historical Park.
since I have been a member of
CRIATID Dv QUALThe spotlight was focused on Congress. I feel that we are
CHIPPIre PrikiCri TAB
^64 OP U,
these i.,arks at a hearing I ar- justified in asking that there be
ranged before the Senate Ap- an early and orderly developpropriations Committee, and I ment of the Park."
am pleasel, that it had some
iirr 1111: I WAN
In a statement to the comgood resultr
mittee, Dr. Kincaid said that
n4 *Gee* e 6"N. 0,411 OCNC4 wtu Si PIPTRIIN `MACS OLD MAT I. 1914 IT
The hearing produced testi- the states of Kentucky, TenAA* Ferree OfS5 T14 w04.1111h40 91 aAorriryW,.Lwe ~mow
Conrad
mony
Wirth, nessee and Virginia spent apfrom
no 1000111'AA•C5 A...41MA** runes PIKS TW4 !WY'
,Mei
TOON. h4,40 COWT*41U4 Ivor ativernmansm AsimmarA
Director of the National Park proximately $1,100,000 in purService, that $225,000 could be chasing 20,000 acres of land
expanded "wisely" during Fis- for Cumberland Gap park. He
cal Year 1957 at Cumberland
some of thE membel were kind Gap. The budget recommended pointed out that Congress au"BUSINESS CENTER IN
thorized the Park in 1941, but
THE HOUSE" LESSON OF
enough to make and bring.
to Congress by the President it was not until 1955 that acVICTORY HOMEMAKERS
.Mrs. Clarice Howell and Mrs. and passed by the House does quisition of the land was comma- not contain any construction pleted and the area was turned
On April 17 the Victory Home- Juanita Copeland gave the
the "business center funds for this year.
over to the Federal governmakers had their meeting at im lesson,
in the house," and how efficient
I urged that the $225.000 be meat.
t h e
Lodgeston
Community
little added to the budget, so that
In reply to a question by me,
House with Mrs. J. R. Powell it could be made with such
as hostess. There were 14 mem- effort. Also, they gave a skit on work on the park which was
of
of
most
the
inefficience
the
an
this
under
apstarted
year
bers and one visitor, Mrs. Wilhomes in business. propriation of $112,000 which I
liam
Kimbro, present. Mrs. homemakers'
sponsored last September can
Raymond Harrison presided over
move forward properly
the meeting and due to the ab- LOCAL STUDENT
nt YAY1A6
Congressman Eugene Sue,', of
sence of the secretary, Mrs. SELECTED TO BE IN
ORDER TOUR FUNK'S 0441111U0
Eighth
and
Kentucky's
District.
CONTEST
BEAUTY
CAMPUS
AJI
ATIC
Reginald Williamson served in.
Dr Robert L. Kincaid, President
sno NOW
her place In all the studies and
...tifR
Miss Margaret Finch, a soph- of the Cumberland Gap Nathings made by the Homemakers
omore at UTIKB has been se- tional Historical Park Associagave a planter she had made in
lected to represent the Engineer's tion and of Lincoln Memorial
Sera
crafts to one Of her sisters for
Club in the Campus Beauty University,
Harrogate,
Tenn.
reZel
Mersai
a Christmas gift The sister
Revue. The winner of this con- joined me as witness before the
Lew dews psyniastib"....__
wwk
took the planter to a floral test will represent UTMB at the
and Rosy Tams
shop and got it filled with a Strawberry Festival in Hum- Committee.
In addition to insisting that
retty little plant. etc., and now
National Park Service move
she has been asked ô put the Miss Finch was recently hon- the
Ph. 620
more rapidly than the Presi- .1117 Male
planter in the Strawberry Fes- ored by the Engineer's Club dent's
recommendations provide
tival next week in Humboldt.
when she was selected as En- for in construction work at
The landscape notes were giv- gineer's Sweetheart for 1956.
Cumberland Gap, I also urged
en by Mrs Cecil Burnette
She is the daughter of Mr.
Harrison was the and Mrs. B. 0. Finch of Route 5, increased attention to improveMrs. R
ments at Mammoth Cave Nalucky person on the gift box Fulton, Ky.
tional Park.
and lots of fun was had by exIn reply to questions from
changing Sunshine gifts
ROAD TRASH EXPENSIVE
me,
Wirth said that the NaAt noon a most delicious meal
Ames, Iowa — Highway ofwas spread and the club got to ficials recently estimated that tional Park Service has no
Itir the improvement of
learn about some new pies that it costs the State of Iowa $81,- plans
the hotel or other accomoda000 a year, or about $9.33 a mile, tions at Mammoth Cave. He
to pick up the trash, including said that the concessionaire who
whiskey bottles, beer cans, off operates these facilities does
the borders of the highways. of plan to build some additional
the state. State law forbids such units and to spend $40,000 on
dumping of trash, and measur- air-conditioning.
Watches, (leeks and nabs
es will be taken to prosecute
The budget does provide for
Pieces of All Kinds Accuviolations.
the experliditure at Mammoth
rately Repaired at Low Cost
Cave of $385,500 to construct a
by—
More than 41% of the deaths public-use and
administration
and more than 35% of the in- building, $202,000 for a comfort
juries due to motor vehicle ac- station and service life in concidents last year occurred on nection with Snowball Dining
Saturdays and Sundays.
Room inside the cave, $93,200
for roads and trails, and $52,300
for improvement of lighting in
the caves. Wirth testified. These
construction funds are in addition to an appropriation of
Dan River Combed Broadcloth and Oxford Cloth $200,553 for management and
Usually sells for up to $1.09 Yd.
39c Yd.
protection and $88,305 for maintenance and rehabilitation at
Extra Fine Quality Cottons
the Park.
A 59c to 79c per yd. value
Wirth said that the Presi4 yds. for $1.010
for
provided
dent's
budget
$40,802 for management and
Nylon and Dacron no-iron prints
for
$27,740
and
protection
only .890 yd.
Mill prices up to $1.00 per yard
maintenance and rehabilitation
at Cumberland Gap. hut that no
funds for construction were reSome of the finer sample cottons that can't be
quested because a master plan
bought elsewhere for less than .89c yd. 2 yds. $1
for development of the park has

1

the

..

MINUTE MAN
ON GUARD
THEN AND NOW

IgAtiriakettilis
REED BROS

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Fa

FEED & SEED CO.
College Street
liniton

These are a few of the fabric
specials we have for you during
the big CBD sale. Come in and
see for yourself and take advantage of this once in a lifetime opportunity to save on your fabric
purchases.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

If Yield — Standability 7—, Earlier Maturity —
and Higher Shell-out are what you want in
corn, then you should plant

MP

1ST
what
reSefVe

nd pick
I sale.

-City and farm folk alike depend on people
beyond where the tracks Join the horizon to
buy the things they make and grow. And it's
mostly from these faraway people that we get
,,the things that enrich our living.
Mid -America wouldn't be went it is for any
of us if we didn't have good ways of moving
the tiroductA of farm, mine and factory.
And most important of these ways is by rail.
For this is the way of eccinomy. Last year the
Illinois Central took in less than 115 cents per
hauled.
ton mile, on the average, for all freight
But present transport regulations often detransportae you of (lie moat economical
are somerates
regulations
tion. Under thew
order to
in
necessary
than
higher
times set
way of
"protect" some less economical
hauling.
Committee
To save you money, a Cabinet
United
the
of
President
appointed by the
competion
more
relying
recommends
States
freight rates.
tion and less on regulation to set
It would
pricing.
competitive
We favor such
econommore
and
better
you
serve
help us to
ever.
then
ically

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON

President
•••

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
3 95, 796

Main Line of Mid-America

EVEN IF
pit discoratid Uniffista
its your baskard••

Special purchase of ertra fine cottons 1 to 8 yards
390 yd.
lengths at the special low price of
Novelty Dress Materials
3 yards and up

790 yd.

Sheers - Batiste - Dimity - Lawns - in solids and
49e yd.
prints and usually priced at 79c
Hem's WhYt
In 80 out of 101 yield checks made in the South
In 1955 P. A. G. hybrids OUT-YIELDED all competition by an average of 61,4 bushels more per acre
of No. 2 shelled corn.
STANDABILITY of P. A. G. hybrids was 40% bet400 I
ter.
EARLIER MATURITY was proved by 2.12% lower
moisture.
SHELL-OUT on P. A. G. Hybrids was 1.4% higher.
Ask your genuine Pfister dealer to show you the
facts In the Yield Check Booklet he has.
It does not cost to look—It pays to know the truth.
Before you buy your seed corn see:

Burnette Tractor Co.
4th Street, Fulton

Phone 169

Austin & Austin Seed Company
Cayce, Ky.

Phone 2601

Water Valley Milling Company
Water Valley, Ky.

You couldn't buy finer
whiskey than

Cream of
Kentucky
KENTUCICYS RNLST WHISKEY—A StENO
SS PROOF. 70't GRAIN NEUTRAL MINTS.
SCHENUT DOT.. INC.. FRANMORT, KY.

Nylon Net - 72" wide
Perfect for that graduation formal

590 yd.

Taffeta - 46" wide For those special occasion dresses

59c

Pongee - Sheer and Beautiful A special buy for these three days

79e yd.

Nylon Fleece - For next fall's topper Buy now and save up to $1.00 per yard $1.95

UNION CITY
REMNANT STORE
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

yd.

yd.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS mad*
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
WE DO CUSTOM Bar-B-Q
work. Star Cafe, East State
Line, Phone 9137.
RENT A NEW 'TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co, Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets. Phone 1374.
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment. Harvey Caldwell Co., Drivo.ln Office Outfitters, New Location, corner
Walnut &
Plain
Streets.
Phone 874.

BUY AND SELL through United MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Farm Agency. Get advertised
and automatic models. 6126.86
thru magazines, newspapers
and up. Sales and service.
and farm Journals
Agent,
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Robert Hampton, at Hickory,
Ky., Route One, on U. S. 45,
SURE INSURANCE
or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have
AT
70 farms for sale at present
time around Mayfield. Ky.
LOW COST

THEY ARE HERE.. . .The new
Hoover vacuum cleaner. . . .
this week at price slashing
FARM LOANS
savings. The vacuum cleaner
that takes all the dirt away.
See all the models at WADES.
Long Terms-WADE FURNITURE COMPANY, "TRADE WITH WADE
-Easy Payments
AND SAVE, Fulton, Ky. Phone FREE ANTENNA INSTALLA103.
97 - -3tc.
WHY PAY MORE?
TION WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY 1958 HALLICRAFTPOWELL and EUDY Shoe Re—
ATKINS, HOLMAN
ER 21" TELEVISION SET
pair offers you prompt, accuWick
Smith
Agency
THIS
WEEK
AT
WADES.
IF
rate service at moderate cost.
YOU
AND FIEWS
HAVEN'T
456 Lake Street
BOUGHT
204 Church Street, Fulton.
SEE THE HALLICRAFTER
—Phones 62 or 160W—
BEFORE YOU BUY. WADE
HAVE YOU EATEN our home—Insuranee-FURNITURE COMPANY WELLS DRILLED for industry
made pecan and cherry pies?
homes.
equipModern
and
'TRADE WITH WADE AND
Individual and wrappe d.
ment, experienced workmen.
AND SAVE.' Fulton, Ky.
Served hot while baking. Star
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 103.
408 Main St.
Cafe, Phone 9137.
Phase 1
Phone 281, Fulton, Ky.
HOUSE 'MALLERS, Also camp- FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- OUR OFFICE
NOWOMEN:
ing and fishing trailers. Terms
chine and electric floor polishJoe C Powell, agricultural
If desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
er and electric vacuum cleanlime. Lee Street in South FulModern Tourist Court, Union
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
ton, phone 3=. (Union City,
City, Phone 868.
Phone 35, Church Street.
phone 296 1
VISIT CAGLE'S

This la Military
Reserve Week

can public regarding the new
Armed Forces Reserve Act of

April 22-28 has been announced by the National Security
Committee as Military Reserve
week.
Military Reserve week was
designed to educate the Ameri-

1955 which piovides for the enlistment of young men of the
17-1181
/
2 age group in the six
month training prow arn of the
Army Reserve.

BAIT SHOP

ARE YOU LISTENING?

WFUL AM and F1111
...presents...

NANCY ADAMS
and her "PLATTER CHATTER"
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
4:00 to 5:00 P. M.

Hi'way 94
Phone 2208

Hickman, Ky.
Friday Cagle

Complete line of Bait and
Equipment

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

UNICO ROTARY MOWER
With FREE Leaf Mulcher

'Z;
i

• Cuts Weeds, Gress
• Pulverizes Leaves

TELEVISION

• Trims Close to Hedges

SETS
(now represent King Television Service of Union City.
We have on hand several
good used.

17 and 21-INCH
TELEVISION SETS
"HAPPY" ADAMS
Phone Union City 1628
Ye antique lovers are
invited
to a "spring showing" of a
new
shipment oe antiques from
England and Scotland at
"Riffenmoo?' at Danville, Ky May
1st.

21-INCH ROTARY

slOw

21,4 - Isp 4-cycle motor

20-INCH SELF-PROPELLED ROTARY $169w
21,4 - hp 4-cycla motor

16-INCH REEL TYPE HAND MOWER —!UT
COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY GARDEN
TOOLS and bulk garden seed

SOUTHERN S1ATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Inelamm

Ni Cameral Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STMEs

;N(Y

NOTICE!
What's your choice? ""rutti-Frutti","Long Tall Sally","Blue
Suede Shoes" or do you go for the familar standards, such as
"Stardust" and "Blue Skies." Whatever you like in the way
of popular music, your "radio gal disc jockey" Nancy Adams
has it on her popular program "NANCY'S PLATTER CHATTER".
Nancy, 17 years old, and a student of Fulton High School,
spins your favorites each day Monday through Friday, from
4:00 'til 6:00 P. M. over WFUL AM & FM. Nancy has had her
own radio program as a vocalist on WFUL for several years.
She sings everbody's favorites each Saturday morning at
10:00 'til 10:16 A. M., playing her own accompaniment on the
ukelele.
Nancy handles her "platter chatter" show very much as she
styles her singing. She can be cozy and intimate or breezy and
flippant as the musical mood strikes her. And while both sexes
like her styles, she wows the males.
Nancy could be a traitor to her gal listeners. She received
a rare (for a woman) complaint recently. A listener wrote
that she wished Nancy would talk more between the records
that her voice sounded even nicer than the music.

1270 On Your Dial

BIGGEST SALE OF BEDDING
IN WADE'S HISTORY

$30.00 OFF ON -$69.50
MATTRESS--YOUR COST--

$39.50
Nationally Advertised
—10-Year Guarantee
— Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval.
5-Pioce

7-Piece

BED ROOM GROUP
Includes:

INNER SPRING MATTRESS
BOX SPRING

COUCH SUITE
• 214
,,PS
•2
TABLES
• I COFFEE TABLE
• 2 PIECE SUITE

$159.50

$159.50

REGISTER FOR FREE BENDIX TV
SET TO BE GIVEN
AWAY SATURDAY, MAY 5, 1956

WFUL
Fulton, Kentucky

"TRADE with WADE and SAVE"
112 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 103

